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1. Executive Summary
The Portland Veterans Memorial Coliseum (VMC) will host over 150 events this year. For each of these
events, the VMC’s ability to successfully fulfill its mission as a public entertainment venue is affected by
the declining condition of the facility. The building’s exterior skin, structure, life safety, mechanical and
electrical systems, and visitor amenities require investment to remain functionally and commercially
relevant more than 50 years after VMC opened. To understand the value of any improvements, the
financial costs for changes can be considered in relation to potential increased revenue and public
benefit. To inform Portland City Council’s deliberations on the best course for the future of the facility,
the Office of Management and Finance engaged a multi‐disciplinary team, including Boora Architects, to
conduct this Options Study to identify the potential scope of changes to the facility and their associated
cost impacts and market potential.
The Options Study identifies four options for the facility: Renovate/Remodel, Continue Current
Operations/Temporary Closure, and Permanent Closure/Deconstruct for Future Redevelopment. The
Renovate/Remodel option is subdivided into five scenarios of generally increasing intensity of
investment: Essential Repair/Replacement, Tenant/User Experience Enhancements, Strategic Market
Enhancements, Dynamic Floor/Indoor Track Conversion, and Covered Open Air Arena.
To identify and manage the scope of each option and scenario, the Options Study team developed a
series of matrices that catalogue the list of potential improvements. Each matrix is populated by
building improvements scope identified in previous facility assessments and new items that support
each option’s operations and market goals. Items considered in previous studies that are no longer
relevant were removed from the scope matrices. Items that require further study beyond the scope of
this report but have significant cost potential were added to a list of contingencies.
Since the regulatory context within which construction activity occurs can have significant effects on
project scope, this report reviews national, state and local requirements for potential impacts. Universal
accessibility, building and energy code, the VMC’s 2009 inclusion on the National Register of Historic
Places and the City of Portland’s Sustainable Building requirements are considered.
As the first step in the cost estimation process, each scope item is linked to schematic design level
narratives and/or drawings that illustrate system types, material quantities, project complexity and
other coordination aspects that impact the final installed price. These narratives and drawings, based on
previous studies and new design work, are bound separately as appendices of this report. The scope for
two options, Dynamic Floor/Indoor Track Conversion and Covered Open Air Arena, were studied
independently by Shiels Oblitz Johnsen and SERA Architects respectively. Their analysis of scope and cost
are addressed in separate reports.
As part of the larger analysis of the future of the VMC, this Options Study report addresses the various
levels of work that would have significant impacts on the condition of the facility and the experience of
tenants, staff and visitors. Combined with cost and market analysis, this report will become the basis for
a presentation during a working session of City Council.
Options Study Final Report
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2. Project Process
TEAM
The Portland Veterans Memorial Coliseum (VMC) Options Study was initiated by the City of Portland’s
Office of Management and Finance to inform City Council of the operational, financial and development
potential from focused improvements to the facility. The potential changes span a wide range from
deferred maintenance updates to major building system replacements and interior revisions. The
potential impacts of temporary or permanent closure were also considered. To provide a
comprehensive understanding of the many issues that surround changes to the facility, OMF engaged a
multi‐disciplinary consultant team to review the work of previous studies, develop discrete scope
packages in alignment with tiered operational goals, and analyze each package for capital costs, market
potential, revenue projections, and operational impacts.
To determine the operational and facility use information required to complete the study, the
consultant team engaged entities and organizations that are critical to the current and potential future
operations and activities within the VMC. Of particular help to the design team was Rip City
Management whose executive, maintenance and operations staff provided feedback and insight on the
specific scope in this report.
To facilitate the sharing of information from multiple independent members, the team developed clear
pathways and a schedule for the sharing of work product. This methodology allowed each team member
to track when critical information would be available for incorporation into their work product. (See
appendix C, Supplemental Item 1 for information sharing diagram).
Not included in this report are the results from additional studies by SERA Architects and Shiels Obletz
Johnsen, relating to alternative development options. Their results are collected in separate reports.
PREVIOUS STUDIES
The Veterans Memorial Coliseum has been the subject of extensive study in recent years as the facility
has aged and the development potential of the surrounding area has increased. Since its nomination
and inclusion on the National Register of Historic Places in 2009, the VMC has been the analyzed in the
following reports and documents that have a direct bearing on the scope of this report.
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Baseline Conditions Summary Report, The Farkas Group. December 2, 2009
o Review and summary of the facility’s operations, historic status, structural system, MEP
conditions, and costs to perform maintenance and operational enhancements.
VMC Concept Design, Boora Architects. July 15, 2011
o Detailed analysis of facility conditions and an investigation into conceptual design
opportunities to improve the visitor experience and revenue generation. This report
includes discrete scope and cost addressing Capital Repairs and Improvements,
Operational Enhancements, and Enhanced Community Uses.
100% Schematic Design Documents and Report, Opsis Architecture. January 24, 2012
Veterans Memorial Coliseum

o

Document set and report that outlines a scope of work to address deferred
maintenance, code required improvements, and tenant related improvements. This set
includes additional information to address the historic review process necessitated by
the facility’s landmarks registration.

For the Options Study, these documents served as the basis for the development of discrete scope
packages that address specific facility needs. Where scope was either insufficiently defined or a new
need was identified, additional design work was undertaken and documents developed to provide the
required background for pricing and market analysis.
OPTIONS AND SCENARIOS
To facilitate City Council’s deliberation on the potential scope of improvements at the VMC, the OMF
developed descriptions of three discrete options. These options are Renovate/Remodel, Continue
Current Operations/Temporary Closure, and Permanent Closure/Deconstruct for Future
Redevelopment. The options served as the framework for this study with each encompassing a specific
series of changes based upon a time span of useable building life, level of amenity improvements, and
expected tenant activities and event types. These options are summarized below.
Renovate/Remodel Option
This option includes five scenarios for renovation/remodeling of the Veterans Memorial Coliseum, which
are described below. The information for each scenario will include a scope of work, detailed
construction cost estimates, a generalized “business case” analysis/plan, and an analysis of the general
impacts on public interests and Rose Quarter development. The building’s usable life span is assumed to
be fully exhausted. The scenarios do not address the Veterans Memorial Gardens. In limited instances,
where previous study efforts provide sufficient information, some “green enhancement” options, such
as replacing restroom valves and fixtures with water efficient models, are included in the scope of work..
Essential Repair & Replacement Scenario (ER&R): The scope of work for this scenario will include
the life safety/ADA upgrades/corrections and repairs/replacements to building systems
necessary to meet current codes and increase the building’s useable life span by 10 to 20 years.
Scope items will be scaled to this time frame when more alternative approaches (replacement
versus repair) are available. The “business case” for this scenario will focus on improvements to
the bottom line through cost reductions and operational savings from improvements to the
building’s shell, structure, and systems. Increased use of the building or a broader range of uses
will be a minor element in the business analysis.
Tenant/User Experience Enhancements Scenario (T/UEE): The scope of work for this scenario will
add to the life safety/ADA upgrades/corrections and repairs/replacements to building systems
modest amenity upgrades and functional renovations that will increase event attendance or
enhance the facility event mix through user experience enhancements, or are necessary to
retain the Winter Hawks as the primary tenant. The scope of work will also be scaled to support
a 20 to 30 year increase in the estimated useable life span of the building. The “business case”
for this scenario will focus on improvements to the bottom line through cost reductions and
operational savings and limited revenue enhancements from expansion of the facility use and
amenity enhancements that are based on findings from the market analysis.

Options Study Final Report
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Strategic Market Enhancements Scenario (SME): The scope of work for this option will be scaled
to a 30 to 40 year increase in the estimated useable life span of the building, will address all
necessary life safety/ADA upgrades/corrections and systems repairs/replacements, and will add
the full suite of enhancements and amenities expected to accommodate new users/primary
tenants and expand the number or broaden the range of events/uses of the facility. The
“business case” for this scenario will focus on improvements to the bottom line through cost
reductions and operational savings and will guide improvements needed to maximize revenue
increases projected from new users/primary tenants and increased facility use described in the
market analysis. The business case will also assume greater revenue enhancements from
additional facility amenities and increased advertising/sponsorship opportunities.
Dynamic Floor/Indoor Track Conversion Scenario (DF/ITC): The scope of work for this option will
be scaled to a 30 to 40 year increase in the estimated useable life span of the building, will
address all necessary life safety/ADA upgrades/corrections and systems repairs/replacements,
will add a robust suite of enhancements and amenities, and will make significant modifications
to the building to accommodate a “dynamic floor system”, engineered and sized to meet the
international standards set by the International Association of Athletics Federations for an
indoor track and field facility, and a broad array of other events. The “business case” for this
scenario will focus on improvements to the bottom line through cost reductions and operational
savings and an event mix that focuses on new sporting events and facility use determined
through market and operations analyses. The facility’s ability to accommodate the Portland
Winter Hawks as a primary tenant will also be determined. The business case will also assume
greater revenue enhancements from additional facility amenities and increased
advertising/sponsorship opportunities.
Covered Open Air Arena Scenario (COAA): The scope of work for this option will be scaled to a 30
to 40 year increase in the estimated useable life span of the building, will address all necessary
life safety/ADA upgrades/corrections and repairs/replacements to building systems, will make
significant modifications to the building to create a covered open air arena that accommodates
a broad range of performance and other events , and will add a suite of enhancements and
amenities appropriate to an open air facility and the intended market segment. The “business
case” for this scenario will focus on improvements to the bottom line through cost reductions
and operational savings and an event mix that focuses on new events and facility use
determined through market and operations analyses. The facility’s ability to accommodate the
Portland Winter Hawks as a primary tenant will also be determined. The business case will also
assume greater revenue enhancements from additional facility amenities and increased
advertising/sponsorship opportunities.

Continue Current Operations Option/Temporary Closure Option
This option assumes a 5 to 10‐year timeframe. The information for the option will include a general
financial analysis of lost economic impact and the financial effects on the Spectator Facilities Fund based
on the current mix of uses and events, and a general analysis of the impacts on public interests and Rose
Quarter development. The Temporary Closure option would accommodate currently booked events for
3 to 5 years and assumes that no building modifications or decommissioning will be required.
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Permanent Closure/Deconstruct for Future Redevelopment
The Permanent Closure option would accommodate previously booked events and assumes 3 to 5 years
of continued operation. The Deconstruct option assumes no specific timeframe. Both options would
require modifications to the building and decommissioning/removal of equipment. The scope of work
for these required modifications will be defined and cost estimates will be developed. Deconstruction
assumes:









complete removal of the arena building and memorials;
removal of all arena hardscape, landscape and land forming elements;
removal of all arena underground utilities;
area occupied by the arena building will be left in a clean, level condition planted with grass or
ground cover;
Exhibit Hall structure will remain to preserve safe and efficient pedestrian access to remaining
Rose Quarter buildings;
all FF&E and accessible utilities will be removed from the Exhibit Hall;
the remaining Exhibit Hall shell will be fully and appropriately secured and protected; and
potential site contamination and remediation needs will be based on prior work only.

The information for the option will include a general analysis of issues/challenges associated with
deconstruction, building modification and decommissioning cost estimates, deconstruction and disposal
cost estimates, a general analysis of the site’s development potential and impacts on further Rose
Quarter/Lloyd District development, a general financial analysis of lost economic impact and the
financial effects on the Spectator Facilities Fund based on the current mix of uses and events, and an
analysis of the general impacts on public interests. The Portland Development Commission will provide
the information about site, Rose Quarter and Lloyd District development/redevelopment implications.

SCOPE MATRICES
Each of the five Renovation/Remodel scenarios includes greatly different scope to reflect their unique
timelines, operational limits and market goals. Starting with the scope developed in the previous
studies, Boora led a series of workshops to review and allocate each scope item to the appropriate
scenario. Additional scope items were added to reflect new energy efficiency measures being developed
as part of a parallel building analysis process. Once drafts were developed, each matrix was reviewed by
OMF, the Portland Development Commission, Rip City Management, VMC facilities and maintenance,
and the consultant team to ensure they aligned with project and facility needs.
In addition to the renovate/remodel scenarios, matrices were developed to track contingencies whose
inclusion in any scenario can only be determined with further study, and removed items that are no
longer relevant or were duplicates of other activities. Finally, a scope for cost estimation matrix was
developed to link each scope item to the drawings and narratives required to provide a schematic
design level cost estimate. Each of these matrices is reproduced in Appendix A.
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3. Code and Regulatory Background
Any changes to the VMC will occur in the context of local, state, and federal requirements. These
requirements were reviewed by the current consultant group and, where appropriate, shaped the scope
items included in each scenario and option. This report provides an overview of those factors and
contains analysis based upon updated review of the requirements and review from previous scope
analysis.
FIRE/LIFE SAFETY
(This section contains excerpts from the 7/15/2011 Concept Design Report)
Mandatory upgrades to bring the facility into compliance with current building code are triggered when
occupancy type or occupancy load change. In none of the proposed options and scenarios does this
occur. Consequently no mandatory changes are triggered. Any improvements made must be compliant
with current code. However, as a publicly owned facility with a large number of infrequent visitors,
there is a reasonable expectation that the proposed improvements include items that will enhance the
safety of patrons. Consequently, as shown below, even the least intensive level of intervention
considered in the Options Study includes a number of items that address occupant safety.
Fire/Life Safety scope includes upgrades to the emergency alarm and lighting systems, additional
sprinklers at some enclosed areas, a new emergency generator and improved handrails and guardrails at
seating bowl, concourse and exterior.
The final scope of these code related changes is beyond the scope of this report and will need to be
determined as part of the final design and documentation process in conjunction with the authorities
having jurisdiction. In particular, the final design of the fire sprinkler and smoke evacuation system will
need to be analyzed using computer modeled smoke behavior and exiting studies with the final
determination of the approved system dependent on the Fire Marshall.
UNIVERSAL ACCESSIBILITY
(This section contains excerpts from the 7/15/2011 Concept Design Report)
A number of ADA improvements were made to the VMC in 1993, including addition of a passenger
elevator, new entry doors and compliant restroom facilities on both levels of the building, but
deficiencies remain. The project will be required to address these deficiencies unless they are of
disproportionate cost to the overall scope of the renovation (defined as over 25% of the budget). To
address these deficiencies, the proposed universal accessibility improvements include new doors and
door hardware at non‐complaint locations, new accessible casework at the concessions and new
signage.
During the 2011 concept design phase, the design team met with the City of Portland ADA Title II
Coordinator who recommended that as the project progresses into the next design and documentation
phase an accessibility review, similar to the process enacted at Providence Park (then Jeld‐Wed Field),
8
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should occur. In addition, the design documents should be reviewed by a team of individuals with
disabilities to ensure alignment of the project accessibility goals with those of the community.

HISTORIC PRESERVATION
(This section contains excerpts from the 7/15/2011 Concept Design Report Historic preservation analysis
section and the 9/24/2009 Landmarks Technical Memo.)
The VMC Option Study, which is based on scope developed as part of earlier design efforts and new
scope identified as part of the research process, includes options and scenarios each with their own
impact on the historic fabric of the VMC. This report will address the potential impacts of the ER&R,
T/UEE, SME scenarios and the Deconstruction option based on the criteria listed as part of the building’s
inclusion on the National Register of Historic Places and from feedback received during the 2011
Concept Design study.
Renovation
The Veteran’s Memorial Coliseum was placed on the National Register of Historic Places in 2009. As
part of this listing, the following elements were determined to be the key architectural attributes of
landmark significance:










Sculptural bowl in the unadorned glass box
o Undulating concrete seating bowl visible from the exterior
o Material contrast of form & material from outside to inside
o Connection to river and city views from inside seating area
Clarity of the building structural support
o 4 freestanding concrete columns with no additional interior supports – provides
dynamic spatial experience
o Steel hemisphere bearing points for roof trusses (first such use)
o Long‐span roof structure
o Laminated wood mullions at curtain wall (85’ tall)
Tri‐partite massing
o Concrete/bermed plinth (inset from plane of curtain wall so that glass box floats
above)
o Glass curtain wall
o Opaque fascia
Entry canopy adjacent to but not engaging the Coliseum
Main entry plaza contributing to separation of building from surrounding fabric –it isolates
it as a sculptural object
Sunken plazas
o Each contains a veterans memorial wall

Options Study Final Report
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It was noted in the application that the meeting rooms and exhibit spaces in the basement do not
contribute directly to the significant architectural qualities of the Coliseum but that does not necessarily
exempt them from review by governing agencies.
If the project does not receive federal funding, SHPO will not be required to review the project (but may
elect to do so). For a detailed discussion of the review process with regard to historic preservation,
please reference the Memorial Coliseum Baseline Conditions Summary Report, Technical Memorandum
B, prepared for PDC in December of 2009.
Officially, the Portland Historic Landmarks Commission has jurisdiction only over exterior design issues.
Since most of the proposed improvements are confined to the interior, the Landmarks Commission
should have very limited review of the project. They have indicated, however, that they will review any
significant changes to the seating bowl given its iconic nature and visibility from the exterior of the
building. If the construction value of the proposed exterior improvements is below $386,550, the
review will fall under the Type II process, with rulings being determined by the administrative staff and
appeals going to the Historic Landmarks Commission and subsequently to the state’s Land Use Board of
Appeals in Salem. The Portland City Council does not hear appeals of Type II reviews. If exterior
improvements are valued over $386,550, the review is Type III with rulings made by the Landmarks
Commission and appeals made to City Council.
As each of the Options Study scenarios and options exterior improvements would exceed the $386,550
threshold, their scope would be subject to a Type III review.
At the ER&R level the following items have been identified as potentially requiring additional review:






Upgrading handrails
New emergency generator
Replace concourse level, east side exterior entry door hardware.
Refurbish Memorial Gardens
Replace concessions casework with accessible counter

In addition to the items above, the following items have been identified as potentially requiring
additional review at the T/UEE Level:
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Replace and reconfigure existing seating
Upgrade existing "Connector" canopy
New concourse freestanding concessions ‐ fixed bar
New event terrace at carpenter shop
Replace plywood fascia with insulated metal panels
Replace concourse level, east side exterior entry door hardware.
Renovate Winterhawks offices.

Veterans Memorial Coliseum

In addition to the items above, the following items have been identified as potentially requiring
additional review at the SME Level:
















New North End Party Deck
Renovate concourse & event level concessions
New branding and advertising signage
New box office at east concourse entry
Refurbish existing wood glulam columns
New concourse level floor infills
New "connector" canopy
New concourse level freestanding concessions at structural concrete columns
New monitor signage system above vomitories at the concourse level.
Upgrade architectural lighting at concourse & exterior
Replace glass curtain wall
New 3‐bay loading dock
New east plaza improvements
Replace interior entry vestibule system
Replace chiller, pumps, piping & assoc. controls (including concourse occupant comfort).

Depending on their inclusion in the final project scope, the following contingencies have been identified
as potentially requiring additional review:




New sprinklers at concourse under bowl
New site improvements
Renovate memorial gardens

Deconstruction
Review and approval of any deconstruction activity relating to historic resources is governed by chapter
33.846 of the Portland Title 33 planning and zoning code. According to the code, any project proposing
to remove a building that has been individually listed on the National Register of Historic Places must be
processed through a Type IV review. When considering a Type IV review, the Historic Landmark
Committee may consider the following criteria:







The merits of demolition;
The merits of development that could replace the demolished resource, either as specifically
proposed for the site or as allowed under the existing zoning;
The effect demolition of the resources would have on the area’s desired
character;
The effect that redevelopment on the site would have on the area’s desired
character;
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The merits of preserving the resource, taking into consideration the purposes described in
Subsection A; and
Any proposed mitigation for the demolition.

Following their review, the Historic Landmark Committee delivers a recommendation to City Council,
who renders a decision. Appeals are made to the Land Use Board of Appeals. The City Council hearing
must be scheduled within 71 days of the receipt of a complete application and a decision rendered
within 120 days of the receipt of the complete application. Should the applicant so choose, the decision
may be waived up to 365 days. In the eventuality that a project is not approved in the Historic Design
Review process but is successfully appealed to the City Council and is realized, an application may be
made to SHPO for de‐listing of the property, which could remove the building from the National
Register. Because the de‐listing takes place after the fact, it is best understood as a result and not a part
of the process.
The scope and pricing for the Deconstruction Option are based upon the assumption that it is part of a
site redevelopment plan that fulfills the review criteria listed above. Since there may be a time gap
between the decision to proceed with site redevelopment and the actual deconstruction activities, the
deconstruction scope is divided in two stages. The first stage consists of building closure (“mothball”)
and the second stage has the actual deconstruction activities. This scope is covered in greater detail in
Section 4.
SEISMIC PERFORMANCE
Overall the building is in good structural condition, with no signs of significant settlement or distress.
In 1993, seismic upgrades were installed that included metal stud back‐up and added reinforcing to the
CMU walls at the lower level, new HSS steel braced frames on the main concourse, additional concrete
at the four roof columns and seismic restraints on the AHUs above the concourse ceiling (although there
may be remaining equipment that has not been braced).
Since that time, the code has become more restrictive and required seismic loads for certain elements,
such as the cantilevered column system supporting the roof, have doubled. Additionally, per the 2007
OSSC Table 1604.5, the occupant load of Category III (over 5,000) would require a 25% increase in the
ability to resist seismic forces. However, because the occupant load is not increasing by more than 10%
(in fact it is decreasing in all scenarios and options) and no lateral structural elements are being
removed, the City of Portland does not require a seismic upgrade (Chapter 24.85 of the municipal code).
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WORKPLACE SAFETY
This and previous studies identified areas within the facility that are likely to require improvements to
comply with Federal Occupational Health and Safety Act regulations. However, it is beyond the scope of
this report to comprehensively review and identity all non‐compliant areas or to estimate the cost of
such activities. Certain areas, based on recommendations from VMC staff, have been addressed with
targeted scope but the work activities should not be construed as comprehensively addressing all
deficiencies.
SUSTAINABILITY
LEED
The Portland Green Building Policy requires that major renovation projects register and certify for
the US Green Building Council’s Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) New
Construction (NC) at the Gold level.
Specific required activities include:









Recycle at least 85% of all construction, remodeling and demolition waste.
Improve water savings 30% beyond the Energy Policy Act of 1992 baseline code requirements.
Use no potable water for building‐related landscape irrigation, except for the first two years to
establish plantings.
Achieve 30% energy cost savings beyond applicable LEED baseline requirements.
Employ building commissioning strategies as required by the State of Oregon Department of
Energy to be eligible for the Sustainable Building Business Energy Tax Credit.
All new City‐owned facilities will have an ecoroof covering at least 70% of the roof and high
reflectance Energy Star‐rated roof material on remaining roof areas, where practical. When an
integrated ecoroof/Energy Star‐rated roof is impractical, a high reflectance, Energy Star‐rated
roof material will be installed.
On‐site renewable energy systems will be incorporated into the design and construction of all
new City‐owned facilities, as practical or as required by the State.

In addition, all occupied City owned buildings will also pursue LEED for Existing Buildings Operation
and Maintenance (EBOM) certification at the Silver level.
Achievement of these goals will be dependent on the final approved scope of the project but
preliminary projections based upon the identified scenarios are possible. At the ER&R level,
achievement of the City’s LEED goals is not possible. The limited scope of work, concentrating on
deferred maintenance, does not address a sufficient number of credits to achieve GOLD. In addition,
since the replacement of the remaining CFC chiller is not included in this scenario, the building
would not meet Prerequisite 4: Fundamental Refrigerant Management, preventing certification of
the building under LEED V4, making certification at any level impossible.
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At the T/UEE level, achievement of the City’s LEED goals is unlikely. While the remaining CFC chiller
is replaced, allowing fulfillment of this prerequisite, the majority of additional scope makes
improvements to amenities that do not address LEED credits. Certification at a lower level of LEED is
more likely.
At the SME level, achievement of the City’s LEED goals is challenging but possible. The extensive
scope of the project, including major improvements to the envelope, mechanical systems, storm
water management systems, occupant comfort, and building water use addresses LEED specific
issues. The final LEED level will be determined by the final approved budget for work scope plus
additional activities including fundamental and enhanced commissioning, product specifications,
and contractor performance. The inclusion of contingency items relating to the site will also impact
the final outcome.
1.5% Green Technology for Public Buildings Program
In 2007 the Oregon legislature passed bill 2620 requiring public projects to dedicate a portion of
their construction budget to the installation of solar energy generation technologies. In 2013 this
law was amended to expand the types of strategies and technologies that would be acceptable as
part of the required project scope. The law, as summarized on the Oregon Department of Energy
website requires, “that public entities spend 1.5 percent of the total contract price of a public
improvement contract for new construction or major renovation of a public building on green
energy technology. Public entities include, but are not limited to, state agencies, community
colleges, school districts and education services districts, and local government.”
While passive solar and envelope improvement strategies are part of certain scenarios, the
extensive scale of the building envelope makes it very unlikely that these measures would achieve
the required performance threshold to qualify them as part of the program. Instead, compliance
with this program will be achieved through the installation of photovoltaic panels, either on the
roof, which will reduce the overall structural capacity of the facility, or integrated into the South and
West facades, which may pose challenges during Historic Landmarks review. The final determination
is beyond the scope of this report and will be addressed in later design and documentation phases.
The cost of the system, which varies by overall scope, is included in each of the scenarios and
options.
Noxious plants
Per the City of Portland website, “In November 2005, the Portland City Council adopted Order 36360
which required the city to develop a three‐year work plan and ten year goals to integrate invasive
plant management into existing city programs and reduce invasive plant coverage in Portland. The
city’s response was the Invasive Plant Strategy, developed in October 2008 and administered by the
Environmental Services Invasive Species Program. The Portland City Council passed Resolution
36726 in August 2009 to establish the strategy as Portland’s management plan for invasive plants.”
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There is a large amount of English Ivy on the VMC site, which is listed as an invasive plant by the City
of Portland. The current recommended mitigation for English Ivy from the city is manual removal,
which involves pulling the ivy and removing roots. Ivy should also be removed from trees by cutting
the vines around the trunk to kill the ivy in the upper branches. Manual removal is labor intensive
and multiple removal efforts may be necessary to ensure complete eradication.
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4.0 Scope Narratives
As described in the project process section and listed below, the Options Study includes a review of
multiple options and scenarios.
Renovate/Remodel
Essential Repair & Replacement (ER&R)
Tenant/User Experience Enhancements (T/UEE)
Strategic Market Enhancements (SME)
Dynamic Floor / Indoor Track (Addressed in a separate report).
Open Air Arena (Addressed in a separate report).
Continue Current Operations/ Temporary Closure
Permanent Closure/Deconstruct for Future Redevelopment
While the matrices are the comprehensive listing of all scope and were the basis for the cost estimation
and market analysis, each of the following scope narratives provides a broad description of the work
activities involved in a particular scenario or option. Each is written to be stand alone and may include
identical scope from previous narratives. Scope that is new to a particular scenario has been located at
the top of each work type to distinguish it from shared activities.

Renovate/Remodel: Essential Repair and Replacement (ER&R)
The scope of work for this scenario includes the life safety, ADA upgrades, corrections, repairs and
replacements to building systems necessary to meet current codes and increase the building’s useable
life span by 10 to 20 years. Scope items are scaled to this time frame when alternative approaches
(replacement versus repair) are available.
CODE/LIFE SAFETY/UNIVERSAL ACCESSIBILITY
As most of these items are required by code there is a relatively large amount of scope for this category
of work in the ER&R scenario. Interior and exterior handrails and guardrails are brought up to current
requirements, concourse casework is refurbished to provide wheelchair accessible counters, the Pagoda
fire sprinklers are replaced, and an allowance for asbestos abatement and fire sealant is provided. All
non‐compliant door hardware on the east entry is replaced.
Universal accessibility is addressed by replacing all non‐compliant interior doors and door hardware to
meet code requirements for weight, size, clear width and opening force. Interior signage on all levels is
updated to current requirements and a new listening assistance system is provided for the Bowl. In
addition, all restrooms are renovated to provide accessible facilities. Also provided are a series of new
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platforms along the continuous walkway circumscribing the bowl to provide accessible seating locations
with improved views.
Fire/life safety scope includes repair and replacement of the failed fire sprinkler system serving the
entry Pagoda and the extension of the sprinkler system to enclosed areas on the concourse (e.g.
restrooms and concession stands) that are not currently protected. Electrical and mechanical system
scope associated with life safety includes the addition of a modern building‐wide fire alarm system
equipped with full fire and smoke detection, voice evacuation, and a modern fire fighters interface. The
upgrade includes integration of the new detection and alarm system with existing life safety smoke
evacuation equipment and the powering of this equipment from the emergency electrical source. In
order to insure proper evacuation, egress lighting is improved to code standards and circuited to the
emergency power distribution system. Finally, to assist emergency responder communication, a
distributed antenna system (DAS) is provided.
A 2012 study identified measures for safety enhancements at the arena catwalk system. Items include
installation of bent gage‐steel angle toe boards along unprotected catwalk edges for protection against
items falling from the catwalk and replacement of worn and damaged walking surfaces with new
plywood or other suitable materials.
SITE
At the ER&R level, the two Memorial Gardens receive restoration and deferred maintenance work,
including replacement of missing tiles, repairing the existing lighting, and other small repairs.
Improvements to the fountain works are performed to bring it up to health department safety code.
ENVELOPE
In all scenarios the envelope scope reflects the need to address the aging state of the facility’s exterior
systems. The proposed measures in the ER&R scenario do not mitigate all outstanding issues (see later
scenarios for expanded scope), but instead are intended to manage immediate water and air infiltration
issues. To that purpose, the failing window system gaskets are improved by adding a layer of sealant
applied to each glass panel joint and by replacing missing fasteners.
Nearing the end of its operational life, the coliseum roof is provided with a complete replacement using
a monolithic membrane system including added insulation to improve thermal performance. A similar
treatment is applied to the Pagoda roof, without the added insulation. The plywood upper fascia of the
building is experiencing leaks and is replaced in kind and finished with a high performance paint
matching the existing color. At the plaza, the waterproof membrane beneath the pavers that serves as
the roof for the Exhibit Hall receives spot repairs.
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MECHANICAL/ELECTRICAL/PLUMBING
The mechanical, electrical, and plumbing work identified as part of the ER&R scope is a combination of
improvements made necessary to comply with life safety (see above) and those that correct for the
natural wear and tear of time and address obsolescence.
The original electrical system relied on dual utility company power services to provide for emergency
backup. This service is no long available making the addition of a facility generator necessary in order to
power essential life safety systems. The new generator is located in the north parking lot and is provided
with an acoustic enclosure.
The original audio system is obsolete and can no longer be maintained, requiring the provision of a
modern system that provides an interface with the scoreboard and includes assisted listening capability.
In order to maintain continued operation of the building mechanical systems two primary mechanical
subsystems need investment. First, the numerous air handling units and exhaust fans provide
ventilation, cooling, and heating to the facility but deterioration of these units has reduced their ability
to condition the building and to be maintained properly. In all scenarios, the air handling equipment
receives a complete reconditioning that is necessary for continued service. The HVAC control system, a
patchwork of newer systems and older obsolete systems which are not integrated with one another, is
upgraded.
While the VMC waste and vent systems remain in acceptable condition, the cold and hot water supply
piping has experienced multiple failures and reduced ability to serve the fixtures. These systems are
replaced in this scenario. Because much of the piping system is hidden in plumbing walls and above
ceilings, replacing these piping systems will have significant impact to architectural finishes as well as to
the connected fixtures. Also associated with this work is the architectural renovation of public
restrooms to meet ADA requirements (see above).
TELECOM
To provide facility staff and visiting event personnel a reliable method for intra‐facility communication,
the existing intercom system is abandoned in this and all scenarios and a new system installed. The
existing TV/Cable system and infrastructure remains in place.
SECURITY
Selected doors at the concourse and event level are provided with card readers and interconnected
locks to provide increased control over personnel and public access. Access control in the Event level
corridors remains unchanged.
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EVENT LEVEL AND EXHIBIT HALL
A mix of renovation and cosmetic improvements characterize the architectural ER&R scope in this area.
Both the visitors’ locker rooms and the public areas near the Winterhawks offices receive patching and
painting. More extensive work is proposed to the Winterhawks offices, including a complete renovation
and reorganization of the space. The event level bathrooms also receive a complete replacement of
partitions, fixtures and finishes.
No work occurs in the exhibit hall with the exception of bathroom improvements.
CONCOURSE
At the ER&R level, the majority of improvements on the concourse consist of deferred maintenance,
cosmetic measures and essential infrastructure additions. These activities include patching and painting
the bowl exterior and refurbishment of the concessions finishes, equipment and point of sale system.
The bathrooms experience a complete renovation to improve accessibility, refresh the finishes and
update the fixtures to current plumbing code.
More intensive scope in this scenario addresses the new visitor entry sequence by removing the existing
folding barriers and replacing them with a new glass vestibule system that allows for selective access to
the box office and Memorial Gardens and more room for security and tickets activities within the
concourse.
BOWL
The seating bowl scope includes refurbishment of the existing seats and installation of a new, smaller
scale non‐retractable score board with video panels. The existing box beam remains. To address its
aging condition and the uncertainly surrounding its operation, the curtain system’s pulleys, cables,
motors and other critical components are refurbished by a specialty rigging contractor. No acoustic
measures are proposed in this scenario.
To improve the operational capacity of the facility, structural improvements to the existing trusses are
included as part of the ER&R scope. Rigging is typically supported from the top and bottom chords of
the C‐trusses over the auditorium, and placing rigging close to the center of the auditorium is
challenging due to the steep slope of the bottom chord. To address this, new panel points and steel
sections are run continuously across the building. Additional angle braces are provided to enhance the
auditorium’s rigging system by providing more locations for rigging equipment support. The additional
locations increase efficiency for rigging setup in the auditorium.
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Renovate/Remodel: Tenant/User Experience Enhancements (T/UEE)
The scope of work for this scenario adds modest amenity upgrades and functional renovations to the
Essential Repair and Replacement (ER&R) scope. These new activities are intended to increase event
attendance or enhance the facility event mix through user experience enhancements or are necessary to
retain the Winter Hawks as the primary tenant. The scope of work will also be scaled to support a 20 to
30 year increase in the estimated useable life span of the building.
CODE/LIFE SAFETY/UNIVERSAL ACCESSIBILITY
New T/UEE Scope
While the ER&R scenario addresses mandatory improvements, this scenario expands upon that
scope to provide enhanced accessibility. The existing southeast elevator is removed and replaced
with a new, faster elevator. Throughout the facility, the stairs are provided with a non‐slip stair
nosing.
Shared scope with ER&R
Interior and exterior handrails and guardrails are brought up to current requirements, concourse
casework is refurbished to provide wheelchair accessible counters, the Pagoda fire sprinklers are
replaced, and an allowance for asbestos abatement and fire sealant is provided. All non‐compliant
door hardware on the east entry is replaced.
Universal accessibility is addressed by replacing all non‐compliant interior doors and door hardware
to meet code requirements for weight, size, clear width and opening force. Interior signage on all
levels is updated to current requirements and a new listening assistance system is provided for the
Bowl. All restrooms are renovated to provide accessible facilities. Also provided are a series of new
platforms along the continuous walkway circumscribing the bowl to provide accessible seating
locations with improved views.
Fire/life safety scope includes repair and replacement of the failed fire sprinkler system serving the
entry Pagoda and the extension of the sprinkler system to enclosed areas on the concourse (e.g.
restrooms and concession stands) that are not currently protected. Electrical and mechanical
system scope associated with life safety includes the addition of a modern building wide fire alarm
system equipped with full fire and smoke detection, voice evacuation, and a modern fire fighters
interface. The upgrade includes integration of the new detection and alarm system with existing life
safety smoke evacuation equipment and the powering of this equipment from the emergency
electrical source. In order to insure proper evacuation, egress lighting is improved to code standards
and circuited to the emergency power distribution system. Finally, to assist emergency responder
communication, a distributed antenna system (DAS) is provided.
A 2012 study identified measures for safety enhancements at the arena catwalk system. Items
include installation of bent gage‐steel angle toe boards along unprotected catwalk edges for
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protection against items falling from the catwalk and replacement of worn and damaged walking
surfaces with new plywood or other suitable materials.
SITE
New T/UEE Scope
None.
Shared scope with ER&R
The two Memorial Gardens receive restoration and deferred maintenance work, including
replacement of missing tiles, repairing the existing lighting, and other small repairs. Necessary
improvements to the fountain works are performed to bring it up to health department safety code.
ENVELOPE
New T/UEE Scope
For the vertical exterior glass systems, the proposed measures in this scenario go beyond those in
the ER&R scenario by replacing instead of resealing failing components. At the T/UEE level, the
existing glass curtain wall system is refurbished through the removal of the existing glazing,
application of a low‐e film, and reinstallation of the glazing with new gaskets. The failing plywood
upper fascia is removed and replaced with an insulated metal panel system that closely matches the
surface pattern and color of the existing fascia. The new metal panel system offers substantial
improvements in thermal performance, moisture resistance, and longevity. Energy saving associated
with these improvements are included in the scenario’s business case review.
Shared scope with ER&R
Nearing the end of its operational life, the coliseum roof is provided with a complete replacement
using a monolithic membrane system including added insulation to improve thermal performance. A
similar treatment is applied to the Pagoda roof, without the added insulation. At the plaza, the
waterproof membrane beneath the pavers that serves as the roof for the Exhibit Hall receives spot
repairs.
MECHANICAL/ELECTRICAL/PLUMBING
New T/UEE Scope
Added to the ER&R scope of work are a limited number of additional measures that reduce
operating cost and improve tenant experience.
In order to improve building cooling performance, the one remaining chiller that dates to the
original building is replaced in concert with improvements to the chilled water plant, improving
integration of the ice making and comfort cooling plants. These changes are expected to reduce
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operating cost. An additional positive benefit is to remove the last remaining barrier (the CFC
charged Chiller #3) preventing the building from pursuing LEED sustainable certification.
Replacing the original steam heating plant with a new modular high performance heating plant will
reduce both the maintenance and operating cost significantly.
Also included are electrical measures designed to improve lighting and electrical systems in the
antiquated event level meeting rooms, updating these spaces to current technology and
performance and shore power for visiting artist tour vehicles.
Shared scope with ER&R
The original electrical system relied on dual utility company power services to provide for
emergency backup. This service is no long available making the addition of a facility generator
necessary in order to power essential life safety systems. The new generator is located in the north
parking lot and is provided with an acoustic enclosure.
The original audio system is obsolete and can no longer be maintained requiring the provision of a
modern system that provides an interface with the scoreboard and includes assisted listening
capability.
In order to maintain continued operation of the building mechanical systems two primary
mechanical subsystems need investment. First, the numerous air handling units and exhaust fans
provide ventilation, cooling, and heating to the facility but deterioration of these units has reduced
their ability to condition the building and to be maintained properly. In all scenarios, the air
handling equipment receives a complete reconditioning that is necessary for continued service. The
HVAC control system, a patchwork of newer systems and older obsolete systems which are not
integrated with one another, is upgraded.
While the VMC waste and vent systems remain in acceptable condition, the cold and hot water
supply piping has experienced multiple failures and reduced ability to serve the fixtures. These
systems are replaced in this scenario. Because much of the piping system is hidden in plumbing walls
and above ceilings, replacing these piping systems will have significant impact to architectural
finishes as well as to the connected fixtures. Also associated with this work is the architectural
renovation of public restrooms to meet ADA requirements (see above).
TELECOM
New T/UEE Scope
The existing data hub, located within the Comcast offices, is removed to provide space for the new
free standing concessions stand. It is rebuilt in another area within the facility.
Shared scope with ER&R
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To provide facility staff and visiting event personnel a reliable method for intra‐facility
communication, the existing intercom system is abandoned in this, and all, scenarios and a new
system installed. The existing TV/Cable system and related infrastructure remains in place.
SECURITY
New T/UEE Scope
New doors are provided in the Event level corridors to limit access to the event area during non‐
event times while still maintaining public access to the Winterhawks offices.
Shared scope with ER&R
Selected doors at the concourse and event level are provided with card readers and interconnected
locks to provide increased control over personnel and public access.
EVENT LEVEL AND EXHIBIT HALL
New T/UEE Scope
Since the intent of this scenario is to provide significant cosmetic and infrastructural improvements,
the scope for this scenario is more extensive that that proposed at the ER&R level.
To address food service deficiencies, the existing kitchen receives a complete renovation including
new partitions, finishes and equipment. To refresh the facility’s major event spaces, the majority of
the meeting rooms receive extensive repairs including new carpeting and light fixtures, repairs to
the historic wood panel walls and ceilings, and new paint. To provide the opportunity for a new
visitor experience, the Fountain Room is renovated into a “Club” room with a bar concession area,
multiple types of fixed and movable seating, and large format LCD screens.
Also included in the T/UEE scope are extensive improvements to the spaces used by the
Winterhawks. The existing Winterhawks team locker room is renovated to update finishes and
reconfigure the spaces to better suit current needs. New furnishing and equipment for the locker
rooms are also provided. The Winterhawks offices are relocated to consolidate activities into a
completely renovated space with an allowance for new equipment and furnishings. Also included in
this scope is a renovation of the visitor’s locker room.
Within the exhibit hall, finishes are patched and repaired.
Shared scope with ER&R
The public areas near the Winterhawks offices receive patching and painting and all of the event
level bathrooms receive complete replacement of partitions, fixtures and finishes.
CONCOURSE
New T/UEE Scope
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Similar to the Event level scope, T/UEE improvements to the Concourse level include many
significant improvements to visitor services and support. These improvements are distributed
around the concourse and include a new Winterhawks retail store in the current concession “S”
space, a new 600sf free standing concession/bar area in the southeast corner, two portable
concessions carts, and 50 HD monitor screens.
On the building exterior the existing connector canopy (located between the Pagoda and the
building) is expanded so it protects the entire width of the building entry. The expanded canopy,
using a similar architectural language to the exiting canopy, provides additional weather protection
to visitors as they enter and staff as they manage the entry sequence. The Pagoda receives
substantial repairs to its structure and finishes, including a new plaster soffit and lighting system.
Finally, on the South side of the building an event terrace is proposed on the existing roof of the
carpenter shop. This new programmable space, accessed through new ramps, doors, and bridges
along the south façade, provides a venue for special events and concession opportunities.
Shared scope with ER&R
The bowl exterior receives patching and painting and concession finishes and equipment are
refurbished. A new point of sale system is also provided. The restrooms experience a complete
renovation to improve accessibility, refresh the finishes and update the fixtures to current plumbing
code. The visitor entry sequence is improved by removing the existing folding barriers and replacing
them with new glass vestibule system that allows for selective access to the box office and memorial
gardens and more room for security and ticketing activities within the concourse.
BOWL
New T/UEE Scope
Consistent with other areas of the VMC, the Bowl receives substantial improvements to visitor
amenities in the T/UEE scenario. The existing seating is removed from the bowl and replaced with
new seats at a lower density, improving visitor comfort and better matching projected attendance.
Included in this scope are a series of new platforms around the circumference of the seating bowl
that provide accessible seating locations. New retracting platforms and folding seats for hockey
games are also provided.
To address long‐standing acoustic issues within the bowl, new sound absorbent panels on the
concrete walls at either end of the bowl are proposed along with an acoustically absorptive surface
above the suspended ceiling.
The seating bowl scope includes installation of a new, full‐sized score board with its associated hoist
equipment and audio/visual support spaces. Since reduced clear height above the arena floor is a
limiting factor for potential events the existing box beam will be removed and new structure added
in the truss space above. This will allow the scoreboard to retract and maximize available clearance.
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Shared scope with ER&R
To address its aging condition and the uncertainly surrounding its operation, the curtain system’s
pulleys, cables, motors and other critical components are refurbished by a specialty rigging
contractor.
To improve the operational capacity of the facility, structural improvements to the existing trusses
are included as part of the ER&R scope. Rigging is typically supported from the top and bottom
chords of the C‐trusses over the auditorium, and placing rigging close to the center of the
auditorium is challenging due to the steep slope of the bottom chord. To address this, new panel
points and steel sections are run continuously across the building. Additional angle braces are
provided to enhance the auditorium’s rigging system by providing more locations for rigging
equipment support. The additional locations increase efficiency for rigging setup in the auditorium.
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Renovate/Remodel: Strategic Market Enhancements (SME)
The scope of work for this option is scaled to a 30 to 40 year increase in the estimated useable life span
of the building. The proposed work addresses all necessary code corrections and systems repairs and
replacements and adds the full suite of enhancements and amenities expected to accommodate new
users and primary tenants. The SME scenario proposes improvements that expand the number and
broaden the range of events and uses of the facility.
CODE/LIFE SAFETY/ UNIVERSAL ACCESSIBLITY
New SME Scope
At the SME level, the improvements address non‐mandatory activities. These include upgrading the
existing smoke evacuation system capacity to a higher level of performance and seismic bracing for
the catwalks.
Shared scope with ER&R and T/UEE
Universal accessibility on the exterior is addressed by replacing all non‐compliant door hardware on
the east entry. On the interior, all non‐compliant doors and door hardware are replaced to meet
code requirements for weight, size, clear width and opening force. Interior signage on all levels is
updated to current requirements and a new listening assistance system is provided for the Bowl.
Handrails and guardrails in the seating bowl, concourse and building exterior are upgraded to
comply with current codes and concourse casework is refurbished to provide wheelchair accessible
counters. The existing southeast elevator is removed and replaced with a new, faster elevator. As
part of the larger seat replacement strategy (see below), a series of new platforms is provided along
the along the continuous walkway circumscribing the bowl to create more accessible seating
locations. Throughout the facility, the stairs are provided with a non‐slip stair nosing.
Fire/life safety scope includes repair and replacement of the failed fire sprinkler system serving the
entry Pagoda and the extension of the sprinkler system to enclosed areas on the concourse (e.g.
restrooms and concession stands) that are not currently protected. Electrical and mechanical
system scope associated with life safety includes the addition of a modern building wide fire alarm
system equipped with full fire and smoke detection, voice evacuation, and a modern fire fighters
interface. The upgrade includes integration of the new detection and alarm system with existing life
safety smoke evacuation equipment and the powering of this equipment from the emergency
electrical source. In order to insure proper evacuation, egress lighting is improved to code standards
and circuited to the emergency power distribution system. Finally, to assist emergency responder
communication, a distributed antenna system (DAS) is provided.
The 2012 study identified measures for safety enhancement of the arena catwalk system. Items
include installation of bent gage‐steel angle toe boards along unprotected catwalk edges for
protection against items falling from the catwalk and replacement of worn and damaged walking
surfaces with new plywood or other suitable materials.
Allowances for asbestos abatement and fire sealant are provided.
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SITE
New SME Scope
At the SME level, the site receives a number of enhancements associated with a new three‐bay
loading dock (see description in Event level below). The north parking lot is heavily reconfigured to
create access to a new loading dock (see Event level below). The existing berm, retaining walls,
paving and sidewalks are removed, re‐graded and rebuilt to allow for truck access to the dock. The
existing egress path that connects the Fountain Court to Winning Way is improved, allowing
separate entrances for the loading dock and the Memorial Gardens. New landscape planters and
storm water management strategies for the North Parking lot portion of the site are included in this
scenario.
On the East plaza, improvements include a new 40’x40’ stage with its associated electrical and
audio/visual support systems to support outdoor events.
Shared scope with ER&R and T/UEE
The two Memorial Gardens receive restoration and deferred maintenance work, including
replacement of missing tiles, repairing the existing lighting, and other small repairs. Necessary
improvements to the fountain works are performed to bring it up to health department safety code.
ENVELOPE
New SME Scope
At the exterior curtain wall and the plaza roof, the proposed measures in the SME scenario go well
beyond the scope of the other scenarios. The existing glass curtain wall system is completely
removed and replaced with a new, high performance aluminum curtain wall system with double
pane low‐e glass units. The plaza roof is also completely replaced with a new membrane roofing
system. This activity requires removal and reinstallation of the pavers.
Shared scope with ER&R and T/UEE
Failing exterior systems are addressed throughout the building. The failing plywood upper fascia is
removed and replaced with an insulated metal panel system that would closely match the surface
pattern and color of the existing fascia. The new metal panel system offers substantial
improvements in thermal performance and moisture resistance. The coliseum roof which is nearing
the end of its operational life is provided with a complete replacement using a monolithic
membrane system and includes added insulation to improve thermal performance. A similar
treatment is applied to the Pagoda roof, without the added insulation.
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MECHANICAL/ELECTRICAL/PLUMBING
New SME Scope
In order to improve the utilization of the Concourse areas for concession and events, improved
concourse comfort requires new HVAC provisions. These include four new air handling units located
in rooms at each corner of the event level, new ductwork feeding into the concourse and the
associated controls and electrical infrastructure to support the system.
Electrical and mechanical work associated with architectural revisions includes services for a new
Concourse party deck, the new loading dock on the Event Level, revisions to the East Plaza, and
architectural lighting improvements to the Concourse and exterior.
Other supporting electrical work at the SME level includes new lighting controls for the arena, and
upgraded arena house lighting implementing LED fixtures.
Shared scope with ER&R and T/UEE
In order to improve building cooling performance, the one remaining chiller that dates to the
original building is be replaced in concert with improvements to the chilled water plant improving
integration of the ice making and comfort cooling plants. These changes are expected to improve
building cooling and reduce operating cost. An additional positive benefit is to remove the last
remaining barrier (the CFC charged Chiller #3) preventing the building from pursuing LEED
sustainable certification.
In order to maintain continued operation of the building mechanical systems two primary
mechanical subsystems need investment. First, the numerous air handling units and exhaust fans
provide ventilation, cooling, and heating to the facility but deterioration of these units has reduced
their ability to condition the building and to be maintained properly. At a minimum complete
reconditioning of the air handling equipment is necessary for continued service. The HVAC control
system that regulates the operation of this equipment and facilitates maintenance is a patchwork of
newer systems and older obsolete systems which are not integrated with one another.
Replacing the original steam heating plant with a new modular high performance heating plant will
reduce both the maintenance and operating cost significantly.
The original electrical system relied on dual utility company power services to provide for
emergency backup. This service is no long available making the addition of a facility generator
necessary in order to power essential life safety systems. The new generator is located in the north
parking lot and is provided with an acoustic enclosure. Also included are electrical measures
designed to improve lighting and electrical systems in the antiquated event level meeting rooms,
updating these spaces to current technology and performance and shore power for visiting artist
tour vehicles.
The original audio system is obsolete and can no longer be maintained requiring the provision of a
modern system that provides interface with the scoreboard and includes assisted listening
capability.
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While the VMC waste and vent systems remain in acceptable condition, the cold and hot water
supply piping has experienced multiple failures and reduced ability to serve the fixtures. These
systems are replaced in this scenario. Because much of the piping system is hidden in plumbing walls
and above ceilings, replacing these piping systems will have significant impact to architectural
finishes as well as to the connected fixtures. Also associated with this work is the architectural
renovation of public restrooms to meet ADA requirements (see above).
TELECOM
New SME Scope
None.
Shared scope with ER&R and T/UEE
The existing data hub, located within the Comcast offices, is removed to provide space for the new
free standing concessions stand. It is rebuilt in another area within the facility.
To provide facility staff and visiting event personnel a reliable method for intra‐facility
communication, the existing intercom system is abandoned in this, and all, scenarios and a new
system installed. The existing TV/Cable system and related infrastructure remains in place.
SECURITY
New SME Scope
None.
Shared scope with ER&R and T/UEE
New doors are provided in the Event level corridors to limit access to the event area during non‐
event times while still maintaining public access to the Winterhawks offices. Selected doors at the
concourse and event level are provided with card readers and interconnected locks to provide
increased control over personnel and public access.
EVENT LEVEL AND EXHIBIT HALL
New SME Scope
To accommodate the expansion of facility events and uses the SME scope includes a series of major
modifications to the VMC on the Event level. On the north side of the building, where the current
Pope and Talbot room is located, a new 3‐bay loading dock is provided. Each bay has a weather tight
door and has the capacity to receive the large 18‐wheel trucks that support major events.
Substantial structural bracing is required to create the new openings. Inside, the loading dock has
space to move and stage equipment and has a direct link to the bowl floor for event set up and tear
down. The partition and circulation changes made to create the new loading dock, requires an
enlargement of an existing stair and new exit doors to the outside.
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To improve occupant comfort on the concourse and expand the range of activities, a new
mechanical system is added in this scenario. Each of the four air handlers is located in an existing
meeting room, requiring substantial revisions to the partitions, finishes, and mechanical and
electrical infrastructure.
The existing concessions on this level are renovated to provide an enhanced visitor experience and a
new food menu consistent with contemporary expectations.
Shared scope with ER&R and T/UEE
To address food service deficiencies, the existing kitchen receives a complete renovation including
new partitions, finishes and equipment. To refresh the facility’s major event spaces, the majority of
the meeting rooms receive extensive repairs including new carpeting and light fixtures, repairs to
the historic wood panel walls and ceilings, and new paint. To provide the opportunity for a new
visitor experience, the Fountain Room is renovated into a “Club” room with a bar concession area,
multiple types of fixed and movable seating, and large format LCD screens.
Also included are extensive improvements to the spaces used by the Winterhawks. The existing
Winterhawks team locker room is renovated to update finishes and reconfigure the spaces to better
suit current needs. New furnishing and equipment for the locker rooms is also provided. The
Winterhawks offices are relocated to consolidate activities into a completely renovated space with
an allowance for new equipment and furnishings. The visitor’s locker room is also renovated.
The public areas near the Winterhawks offices receive patching and painting and the event level
bathrooms receive complete replacement of partitions, fixtures and finishes. Within the exhibit hall,
finishes are patched and repaired.
CONCOURSE
New SME Scope
The 20‐50 year time frame for the SME scenario allows for scope that addresses operational and
amenity shortcomings on the Concourse level. As one of the significant revenue generators for the
facility, the concessions are significantly enhanced. The stands under the seating bowl receive
complete renovations that include new casework, finishes and equipment to support an updated
menu and eliminate their outdated appearance. Also included in this scenario is a new free standing
concession stand that, through its adjacency to one of the major structural columns, contains a
smoke exhaust system that allows for an expanded food menu.
Around the concourse additional improvements offer both facility repair and enhancements. The
existing box office is renovated and reconfigured to better suit current operations and customer
service needs. To enhance the area available for concessions and relieve overcrowding, additional
area is gained by infilling the floor at two unnecessary stairs. Signage is generally enhanced with
monitors above each vomitory entrance and new branding and advertising signage to provide
additional revenue opportunities.
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A new lighting concept for the concourse is provided. The glulam beams, also refinished as part of
this scenario, have dedicated lighting, along with new lights at the ceiling and around the bowl. This
allows for multiple lighting configurations that can be tailored to activities within the VMC.
To address occupant comfort for the concourse, especially during the shoulder season when the
trees are unable to offer shade for the building, a dedicated conditioning system is provided. On the
concourse level this scope includes new ducts along the outside edge of the bowl that deliver
conditioned air to the concourse.
On the building exterior the existing connector canopy is removed and replaced with a steel and
glass canopy system that provides weather protection for visitors and staff while still providing
views of the building and natural light. Like the expanded canopy in the T/UEE scenario, this canopy
extends the full width of the building entry.
Shared scope with ER&R and T/UEE
Within the concourse, significant shared scope includes a new Winterhawks retail store in the
current concession “S” space, a new 600sf free standing concession/bar area in the southeast
corner, two portable concessions carts, and 50 HD monitor screens distributed around the
concourse area.
On the South side of the building an event terrace is proposed on the existing roof of the carpenter
shop. This new, programmable space, accessed through new ramps, doors, and bridges along the
south façade, would provide a venue for special events and concession opportunities. The Pagoda
receives substantial repairs to its structure and finishes, including a new plaster soffit and lighting
system.
The bowl exterior receives patching and painting and concession finishes and equipment are
refurbished. A new point of sale system is also provided. The restrooms experience a complete
renovation to improve accessibility, refresh the finishes and update the fixtures to current plumbing
code. The visitor entry sequence is improved by removing the existing folding barriers and replacing
them with new glass vestibule system that allows for selective access to the box office and Memorial
gardens and more room for security and tickets activities within the concourse.
BOWL
New SME Scope
Within the bowl , the SME scenario includes a completely revised seating and concessions area on
the north end. Known as the North End Party Deck this amenity replaces a portion of the typical
raked seating with an access controlled concessions and seating area with prime views of the
activities on the bowl’s floor. Substantial structural, mechanical, electrical, plumbing and
architectural finish scope is required to achieve this amenity.
Removable theatrical curtain systems for half‐house and north stage configurations are provided at
this level. These new systems will allow more flexible configurations of the arena for concerts and
similar events and reduce the operational impacts of event setups and tear‐downs.
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Shared scope with ER&R and T/UEE
The existing seating is removed from the bowl and replaced with new seats at a lower density,
improving visitor comfort. Included in this scope are a series of new platforms along the continuous
walkway circumscribing the bowl to provide additional accessible seating. New retracting platforms
and folding seats for hockey games are also provided.
To address long‐standing acoustic issues within the bowl, new sound absorbent panels on the
concrete walls at either end of the bowl are proposed along with an acoustically absorptive surface
above the suspended ceiling.
A new score board with its associated hoist equipment and audio/visual support space is provided.
Since reduced clear height above the arena floor is a limiting factor for potential events the existing
box beam will be removed and new structure added in the truss space above. This will allow the
scoreboard to retract and maximize available head height.
To address its aging condition and the uncertainly surrounding its operation, the curtain system
around the bowl is completely replaced with a new system of dedicated motors that offers precise
control of each curtain section.
To improve the operational capacity of the facility, structural improvements to the existing trusses
are included as part of the ER&R scope. Rigging is typically supported from the top and bottom
chords of the C‐trusses over the auditorium, and placing rigging close to the center of the
auditorium is challenging due to the steep slope of the bottom chord. To address this, new panel
points and steel sections are run continuously across the building. Additional angle braces are
provided to enhance the auditorium’s rigging system by providing more locations for rigging
equipment support. The additional locations increase efficiency for rigging setup in the auditorium.
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Contingencies
Contingency scope addresses activities that may be included in any scenario but need further study
beyond the scope of this report to determine if they are required and/or desired.
CODE/LIFE SAFETY/ UNIVERSAL ACCESSIBLITY
New, automated fire sprinklers above the Concourse areas under the Seating Bowl and at the ceiling of
the concourse (above all areas not within the bowl) are included as contingency items pending
determination by the Fire Marshall if they are required. Since this determination would occur during
development of the construction documents and would be impacted by future studies, computer
modeling of the smoke evacuation system and computer generated emergency exiting simulations, this
scope is maintained as part of the project but include in this special category.
Similarly, providing new seismic restraint of existing MEP equipment may not be required by building
officials but the final determination will occur as the design is developed and documented.
SITE
While the scope of the project does not require mandatory storm water, noxious plant abatement or
landscape modifications, it may be desirable to provide substantial revisions to the site to fulfill the
City’s sustainability goals, enhance LEED credit achievement, and improve visitor experience. A series of
major new site improvements reconstructs the existing landscape to integrate new storm water
infiltration facilities, underground cisterns, site walls, plantings and other methods in order to collect
and treat site and roof storm water. This scope goes beyond minimum management standards. The
existing English Ivy is removed and replaced with drought tolerant species to meet Portland noxious
plant standards.
Another potential site improvement involves the complete renovation and reimagining of the two
Memorial Garden courtyards. The fountains and plantings of the existing garden are removed and
replaced with an updated fountain and planting design. Existing site furniture, paving and other
amenities are replaced. The scope of this activity is based upon an intensive and collaborative design
effort between the VMC, Veteran’s representatives and the Landscape Architect as described below.
In 2012, Mayer/Reed worked with several Veterans organizations initially through the Portland
Development Commission. The objective was to develop a vision for the Fountain Court and Pine Court
memorial gardens on the east side of the coliseum. The process commenced with discussions with
veterans facilitated by landscape architect Jeff Simpson who summarized the significance of the
courtyards and key values of the veterans groups. Mayer/Reed Landscape Architecture then created
designs for the courtyards in addition to studies and elements that allow greater access to and
awareness of the spaces. Mayer/Reed's design was developed to a schematic level with plans, sections
and perspective renderings. The site improvements and commemorative elements were priced for
private fundraising purposes.
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Mayer/Reed also developed a fundraising brochure. The process included two meetings with the
Regional Arts and Culture Council, three meetings with Veterans groups and a presentation to potential
donors.
ENVELOPE
None.
MECHANICAL/ELECTRICAL/PLUMBING
Several mechanical, electrical and plumbing contingency measures have been identified as desirable but
not critical to the ER&R, T/UEE, and SME scopes of work. This includes replacement of the building’s
obsolete main electrical switchgear, replacement of plumbing fixtures to achieve greater water use
efficiency, additional seismic bracing for existing mechanical and electrical equipment, and provision of
a new electrical distribution system to serve exhibitors in the main exhibit hall.
TELECOM
None.
SECURITY
None.
EVENT LEVEL AND EXHIBIT HALL
None.
CONCOURSE
The level of LEED achievement for the project depends, ultimately on the scope that is included in the
final design. Reducing the urban heat island effect through a vegetated roof system is one method of
reducing heat absorption at the roof level. Providing a new green roof above the Carpenter shop is a
potential scope item but conflicts with other strategies that would offer revenue generation and
enhancements to the visitor experience (e.g. Event Terrace). As a contingency item this scope remains
an option for the final design.
BOWL
None.
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Permanent Closure/Deconstruction for Future Redevelopment
The deconstruction of the Veterans Memorial Coliseum would be part of a larger process addressing the
redevelopment of the Rose Quarter and east Broadway neighborhoods. However, the specific activities
surrounding the systematic dismantling, salvaging, and removal of the site and building improvements
would follow local and state guidelines for such activities and require a specific set of documents
outlining the work to be performed.
Depending on decisions made by City Council, it may be necessary for the facility to be closed for a
period of time before it can be deconstructed. Consequently the deconstruction process is described
below as a two stage process: Stage 1 includes scope required to close (“mothball”) the facility, and
Stage 2 the activities required to deconstruct the VMC and prepare the site for future development.
STAGE 1
Based on a collaborative dialogue with Portland Bureau of Development Services and the Portland Fire
Marshall, the closure of the facility (on either a temporary or permanent basis) will require submitting a
building code appeal. A successful appeal would contain activities to detect and deter vandalism,
vagrancy, fire and water damage, and prevent pest infestation. In addition, measures will be required to
ensure that the existing fire/life safety systems are adequate to protect any building occupants and fire
personnel in case of an emergency. The complete list of activities includes:










Indicate period of time the closure will be in effect.
o Likely approved maximum of 3‐5 years.
Secure all building doors and other access points to prevent unauthorized access.
o Plywood on the doors and windows would not be required.
Secure site areas that have the potential to hide undesirable activities or are difficult to see,
including memorial gardens and loading areas.
o Fencing and cameras to be deployed in strategic locations.
o Security inspection of the building exterior and interior on a daily or nearly daily basis.
Specify inspection and maintenance of existing fire/life safety systems.
o Pre‐closure testing of systems.
o Repair of systems that failed testing. (Include scope to replace Event level sprinkler
heads as part of closure costs).
Maintain existing egress lighting.
Maintain areas of building that have wet sprinkler system at minimum 45 degrees F.
Reduce combustibles (Not all items may be required but will be carried as contingencies for
scope purposes).
o Remove of all FF&E from the facility.
o Remove combustible finishes from Event level spaces. (All meeting rooms, locker rooms,
and offices).
 Carpet to be removed and, if possible, recycled or donated for reuse..
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Remove wood wall and ceiling paneling. Depending on their final condition,
these elements have high potential for reuse as part of future development.
Contractor should consider removing these elements with minimal damage and
storing them in manner that protects their reuse potential. Alternatively, the
contractor could consider donating to a re‐use organization (e.g. the Rebuilding
Center).
o Remove bowl seating. Contractor could consider donating to a re‐use organization (e.g.
the Rebuilding Center).
o Remove bowl curtains. Contractor could consider donating to a re‐use organization (e.g.
the Rebuilding Center).
Maintain a weather tight enclosure.
o Address any current water/air intrusion issues.
o Include provisions for regular inspections to detect new building envelope failures.
Decommission non‐essential systems.
o Mechanical:
 Decommission the existing chilled water and ice rink brine system and drainage
of these systems.
 Continued maintenance of the existing boiler plant and heating water
distribution system.
 Continued maintenance of the existing air handler system to maintain building
temperature above 45 F. This will require regular maintenance of air handlers
and control systems, and locking all outside air ventilation openings closed.
o Electrical:
 Maintain all existing building service and lighting that are required for
emergency services, security and maintenance.
o Plumbing:
 Decommission the existing domestic hot water system including shutdown of
domestic water heaters and drainage of domestic hot water piping.
 Shut off of cold and hot water supply to all plumbing fixture except those
deemed necessary for minimal facility maintenance and service.
 Maintain service to heating plant.
 Address pest intrusion through dry plumbing traps with regular inspection and
filling.
Measures to maintain limited activity in the building.
o Specify scope of desired limited activity.
o Test and maintain fire/life safety systems in relevant areas.
o Provide separate and clear egress pathways in areas where limited use will occur.
o New signage and other provisions to clarify exit routes.
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While not part of the building code appeal the following activities would be included as part of the
facility closure scope:



Removal of memorial garden name walls and relocation to a site to be determined.
Removal of all perishable items from the facility

STAGE 2
The second stage of the deconstruction process would include the actual dismantling, salvage, recycling
and disposal of the facility. It is beyond the scope of this report to identify each item that would be part
of this scope or the means and methods (e.g. abatement, sequencing, shoring, and protection) for the
work. Tax benefits for the donation of materials are also not addressed. Those items would be at the
discretion of the deconstruction contractor and are likely to have significant impacts on the final scope
of the work. In addition, the final redevelopment plans may identify existing site and building elements
that can be reused, also affecting final scope. Below are general descriptions of major systems that are
part of the Deconstruction scope and suggestions for their salvage, recycling and reuse potential.
SITE














Utilities: Franchise services such as gas, electric, cable, etc. will be disconnected. City utilities
such as sewers and water supply to be disconnected. Remove all abandoned utility lines, conduit
and pipes within the project footprint. Existing utility facilities such as fire hydrants, catch
basins, light poles that are not in the footprint of the work area to be protected.
Soil and final grading: The quantity of subgrade earthwork excavation dirt that needs to be
hauled offsite will depends on future development plans. Final site conditions prior to
redevelopment should address site safety, erosion control and pest management. Contractor
should consider directing excess soil to a facility that allows it to be recycled in construction
grading requiring added fill.
Paving‐unitized: Contractor should consider the potential to remove unit pavers in a manner
that would allow for their reuse as part of future development. Alternatively, the contractor
could consider donating pavers to a re‐use organization (e.g. the Rebuilding Center).
Paving – concrete: Contractor should consider the potential for this system to be ground up and
reused as base beneath future drive ways and parking areas.
Large, mature trees and medium sized specimens: Trees with potential to be harvested for
timber should be identified as part of the future development process. These trees should be
protected. Contractor should consider removing trees in a manner that would allow them to be
replanted as part of future development or sold/donated to other sites.
Small, containerized trees, shrubs, and groundcover: Contractor should consider removing trees
in a manner that would allow them to be replanted as part of future development or
sold/donated to other sites.
English Ivy: This plant should be disposed of in accordance with Portland noxious plant
standards.
Irrigation system and fountain water works: Disconnect from points of connection and remove.
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Veteran’s Memorial Gardens: As part of the future development design process, memorial
elements (plaques, fountains, trees in above grade planters, pedestrian paving) should be
identified for reuse or salvage. Specimen trees should be evaluated for their salvage potential.
Site furnishings: Metal benches, rails and other items have high value for recycling.

ENVELOPE




Built‐up roof system. Contractor should consider the potential for this system to be ground up
and reused as base beneath future drive ways and parking areas.
Plywood fascia. Contractor should consider donating panels to a re‐use organization (e.g. the
Rebuilding Center).
Curtain wall system. The aluminum portion of the system has high value for recycling.
Contractor should consider the potential for the glass panes to be ground up and reused as base
beneath future drive ways and parking areas. Alternatively, the contractor could consider
donating glass panes to a re‐use organization (e.g. the Rebuilding Center).

STRUCTURE







Steel joists and trusses: The approximately 950 tons of structural steel has high value for
recycling.
Concrete columns, seating bowl, elevated and on‐grade slabs, perimeter walls and
miscellaneous interior walls: Contractor should consider the potential for these systems to be
ground up and reused as base beneath future drive ways and parking areas.
Glulam framing of the curtain wall system: Approximately (98) 65‐foot long 9½” x 36” glulam
columns; Approximately (490) 15‐foot long 5¼” x 8½” glulam beams; Approximately (98) 15‐foot
long 8½” x 13½” glulam beams. Depending on their final condition, these elements have high
potential for reuse as part of future development. Contractor should consider removing these
elements with minimal damage and storing them in manner that protects their reuse potential.
Alternatively, the contractor could consider donating to a re‐use organization (e.g. the
Rebuilding Center). The glulam beams in the entry pagoda should be treated similarly.
Suspended catwalk system: The structural steel has high value for recycling.

MECHANICAL/ELECTRICAL/PLUMBING
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R11 refrigerant in Chiller #3 shall be recovered prior to removal of the chiller.
Salvage Equipment: Remove the following equipment for reuse by the City of Portland.
o Chiller 1 and 2 installed as part of the ice rink renovation.
o Aerco Benchmark water heater
Remove for recycling
o Copper wiring and piping.
o HVAC sheet metal, air handlers, piping, and other steel and iron equipment.
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Nitrogen‐filled transformers and other major electrical equipment: The metals in these systems
have value for recycling.
Ducts and other air distribution infrastructure: The metals in these systems have value for
recycling.
Water distribution lines: The metals in these systems have value for recycling.
Plumbing fixtures: With the exception of toilets, contractor should consider donating to a re‐use
organization (e.g. the Rebuilding Center).
Light fixtures: Contractor should consider donating to a re‐use organization (e.g. the Rebuilding
Center). The metals in these systems have value for recycling.

INTERIOR FINISHES









Non‐structural partitions: Contractor should consider dismantling walls in a manner that allows
for the salvage and reuse of wood and metal studs. Contractor should consider donating to a re‐
use organization (e.g. the Rebuilding Center). The gypsum wall board has recycling potential.
Doors: Contractor should consider donating to a re‐use organization (e.g. the Rebuilding
Center). Due to their size, re‐use as part of future development should be carefully considered
relative to compliance with universal accessibility requirements.
Floor finishes: Carpet removed in Stage 1. Contractor should consider the recycling potential for
tile and sheet systems.
Wood panels: Removed in Stage.
Ceilings: Contractor should consider donating the tiled ceiling systems to a re‐use organization
(e.g. the Rebuilding Center). The metal frames for these systems have value for recycling.
Fixed furnishing and casework: Contractor should consider removing in a manner that allows for
the salvage and reuse.

OTHER SYSTEMS






Score board: Contractor should consider removing and protecting this system in a manner that
allows for its reuse or donation.
Retractable seating platforms: Contractor should consider removing and protecting this system in a
manner that allows for its reuse or donation. The aluminum has a high recycling value.
Elevators: The metal frames for these systems have value for recycling.
Interior hand and guardrails: The metal frames for these systems have value for recycling.
Kitchen equipment and freezers: Contractor should remove system in a manner that avoids
discharge of refrigerant.
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5. Appendix
A. Matrices








ER&R: Includes all items in the Essential Repair and Replacement scenario, grouped by
work type and location.
T/UEE: Includes all items in the Tenant/User Enhancements scenario, grouped by work
type and location.
SME: Includes all items in the Strategic market Enhancements scenario, grouped by
work type and location.
Contingencies: Includes all items that may be included in any of the above scenarios but
requires further study to determine if they are required, grouped by work type and
location.
Removed Items: Includes items considered in previous studies that are no longer part of
any scenario or option, listed in order of scope number.
Scope for Cost: Includes all items included in the ER&R, T/UEE, and SME scenarios, listed
in order of scope number. Matrix links each scope item to documents in appendices B
and C.

B. Scope Drawings (Bound separately)
C. Scope narratives (Bound separately)
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Essential Repair & Replacement (ER&R) Matrix
Includes all items in the Essential Repair and Replacement scenario, grouped by work type and location.

B.05

C.01a

C.02

C.04

Code/Life Safety

Code/Life Safety

Code/Life Safety

Code/Life Safety

This is an allowance for general code
conditions.
Includes new guardrails, toe kick protection,
walking surfaces and ladder enclosures to
improve catwalk safety.
This measure removes and replaces existing
dry pipe sprinkler system serving Entry Pagoda.
Includes new piping, heads, air compressor,
and dry sprinkler valve. For other Pagoda repair
scope see Item E.06b.
Allowance based on total project scope of work.
Includes all scope except where called out as
part of another item (kitchen, boiler)

New sealant at existing rated wall penetrations

Upgrade catwalk - safety enhancements

Replace fire sprinkler system at entry pagoda

Asbestos Abatement
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This measure enhances ease and safety of
rigging by adding new structural steel within the
existing roof structure.

New rigging related structural enhancements

Allowance for reduced scope score board that
provides improvement over current system but
less functionality and scale than larger swcope
item F.-01B. Box beam remains and system is
not retractable.

F.01A New reduced scope scoreboard

F.13

VMC Options Study Description
Includes removal of worn seat elements and
replacement with new elements. Alternate to
B.07a. Includes accessible seating platforms.

IMPROVEMENTS MATRIX - ER+R

VMC Options Study Title
ITEM
B.07d Refurbish existing seats, including accessible
seating platforms.

Bowl

Bowl

CATEGORY
Bowl
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Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

Y

Y

T/UEE
N

ER&R
Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

SME
N
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ITEM
C.05

C.07

C.08

C.10

C.11

CATEGORY
Code/Life Safety

Code/Life Safety

Code/Life Safety

Code/Life Safety

Code/Life Safety
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Y

Y

Connect existing exhaust fans to fire alarm
system and emergency backup power.
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This measure addresses the need for code
required smoke evacuation by connecting
existing 80,000 cfm fans to fire alarm system
and emergency power. Alternate to new fan
system (Item C.06).

Y

Y

New sprinklers at enclosed areas of Concourse This measure addresses the lack of a sprinkler
level
system in the enclosed areas under the bowl.
Includes connection to new fire alarm system
(C.05). Includes restroom and concession areas

This measure modifies or replaces existing
guardrails to create code compliant conditions.

Upgrade handrails and guardrails at seating
bowl, concourse & exterior.

Y

Y

Y

This measure provides code required egress
lighting throughout the entire facility. Includes
connection to existing building defined
emergency lighting circuits and new emergency
lighting circuits to the emergency power
distribution system.

Upgrade emergency egress lighting

T/UEE
Y

ER&R
Y

Y

VMC Options Study Description
This measure provides a new addressable
voice evacuation fire alarm system with mass
notification. Includes main control panel with fire
fighter phone handset,
remote firefighter phone jacks, remote
annunciator panel, smoke detection, speakers,
visual strobes, air-sampling duct smoke
detectors, sprinkler flow switch monitoring,
sprinkler tamper switch monitoring, sprinkler air
compressor low pressure switch monitoring,
open-area smoke imaging detection for bowl
smoke evacuation and exhaust fan control.

VMC Options Study Title
New building wide fire alarm system

IMPROVEMENTS MATRIX - ER+R

N

Y

Y

Y

SME
Y

4/24/2015
Boora Architects

ITEM
C.12

B.12a

B.20

E.02a

E.09a

A.18

N.06

CATEGORY
Code/Life Safety

Concourse

Concourse

Concourse

Concourse

Electrical

Electrical
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Y

Includes essential patch and paint of multiple
surfaces throughout facility.
Includes removal of existing barrier and
installation of new glazed vestibule system.

This measure replaces existing point of sale
system with (62) new terminals. Includes power
and data connections. See A.23 for relocation
of data hub.
Includes new suspended loudspeakers and
catwalk platform mounted amplifiers and
electronic processors, new control/Mix position
equipment, new intercom system, replacement
patch panels and new cabling systems.
Interface with new scoreboard, includes
assisted listening system.
This measure addresses the lack of emergency
power for code required building life safety
functions. Includes 400kW generator, belly fuel
tank, electrical panels and 65 dBA enclosure.

Repair finishes at concourse and seating bowl

Replace interior entry vestibule system

New concessions point of sale system

Replace arena audio system

New emergency generator
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Y

Y

Refurbish concourse & event level concessions Paint, patch and repair finishes and replace
existing equipment. Level C3 remodel.
Allowance based on total impacted area. See
D.03 for casework information

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

T/UEE
Y

VMC Options Study Description
New distributed antenna system for emergency
responder communication. Scope does not
include cell phone amplification.

ER&R
Y

VMC Options Study Title
New DAS System

IMPROVEMENTS MATRIX - ER+R

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

SME
Y

4/24/2015
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Replace coiling metal doors
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Includes removal of worn and broken doors and
replacement with new doors.

This measure addresses ongoing leaks in roof
with limited repair of existing system. Conduct
leak detection testing and conduct spot repair of
the waterproofing to eliminate the source of
water through the Exhibit Hall suspended slab.
Repair the edge flashing details. Repair spalling
concrete.

O.01a Repair Plaza Waterproofing (Exhibit hall roof)

Envelope

B.01

This measure address the deterioration of the
existing plywood fascia. Replace the plywood
fascia assembly with marine grade plywood and
high performance paint system. Includes any
required support, fasteners and flashing.

M.02A Replace plywood fascia with new plywood
fascia

Envelope

Event

This measure addresses deterioration of
existing Entry Pagoda roofing system. Includes
complete removal of roof down to existing
structural deck and replacement with new
system.

B.19b Replace Pagoda roof

Envelope

This measure addresses deterioration of
existing Coliseum roofing system. Includes
complete removal of roof down to existing
structural deck and replacement with new
system.

Replace Coliseum roof

B.19a

Envelope

VMC Options Study Description
This measure addresses air leakage and air
infiltration through the existing curtain wall
system through minor scale improvements.
Scope includes added sealant and repair of
missing fasteners. Does not include added films
applied to glass. See P.03 for other curtain wall
scope. Impacts entire curtain wall.

VMC Options Study Title
Repair glass curtain wall system

ITEM
B.18a

IMPROVEMENTS MATRIX - ER+R

CATEGORY
Envelope
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Y

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

T/UEE
N

ER&R
Y

Y

N

N

Y

Y

SME
N
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N

Y

Y

Y

A.02A Replace chiller, pumps, piping & assoc. controls This measure replaces the remaining chiller
(CH-3) that dates from the original construction
and completes the renovation of the chilled
water and ice making plant. In addition to
replacing the chiller, the work integrates the ice
plant and the chilled water comfort cooling plant
into a single plant and the replacement of CH-3
allows the building to conform to LEED
minimum requirements.

Recondition and recommission existing air
This measure addresses both the deterioration
handlers, fans & ductwork in mechanical rooms of the original air handlers and the difficulty
maintaining the air handlers because of difficult
service access with the objective of restoring
the original equipment to serviceable and
improved energy performing condition.

Mechanical

Mechanical

A.03
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Y

Y

This measure repairs and repaints public area
of the event level corridors. Level C1 renovation

Repair finishes in Public/Lobby areas of event
level.

G.04

N

Event

N

Y

Y

T/UEE
N

ER&R
Y

G.02d New FFE for renovated (in place)Winterhawks
Offices

This measure enhances the existing
Winterhawks office area. Level B2. Remodel in
place (no expansion)

VMC Options Study Description
This measure addresses the worn condition of
the existing visitor's' locker room without
revising the layout or amenities. Level C3
remodel. Area 1,500SF

Event

VMC Options Study Title
Repair finishes in visitors' locker and dress
rooms.

G.02c Renovate (in place) Winterhawks Offices

ITEM
B.08a

IMPROVEMENTS MATRIX - ER+R

Event

CATEGORY
Event
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Y

N

Y

N

N

SME
N
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ITEM
A.06

N.02

A.15

A.16

F.08

A.21

H.01

CATEGORY
Mechanical

Mechanical

Plumbing

Plumbing

Plumbing

Security

Site
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Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Replaces valves only. If fixture performance is
deemed inadequate after new valves, fixtures
will need to be replaced per A.16b.
This includes the renovation to all restrooms in
concourse, event level, and exhibit hall. This
also includes complete remodel of link
restroom. Level A2 renovation to meet ADA
requirements. Linked to item A.15 for new water
efficient fixtures.
This measure addresses facility access control
at doors on both the Concourse and Event
levels. Includes proximity card readers and IP
cameras at event and concourse level
entrances.
This measure addresses restoration and
deferred maintenance of the two memorial
gardens. Allowance of 2% hard construction
cost.

Replace restroom valves with water efficient
models

Renovate concourse & event level bathrooms

New access control system

Refurbish Memorial Gardens
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Y

Y

Includes cold and hot water supply and return.
Includes repair to architectural finishes removed
to access piping.

Replace domestic plumbing

T/UEE
Y

Y

ER&R
Y

Y

VMC Options Study Description
This measure would replace the remaining
older generation of building HVAC controls and
integrates the three existing systems into a
single system allowing improved control and
service of the building HVAC systems.

Replace damaged roof mounted exhaust fans
(4)

VMC Options Study Title
Upgrade HVAC controls

IMPROVEMENTS MATRIX - ER+R

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

SME
Y
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D.01

D.02

D.03

D.05

D.06

Universal
Accessibility

Universal
Accessibility

Universal
Accessibility

Universal
Accessibility

Y

Y

Y

Y
Y

Y

Y

Y
Y

Replace all interior doors and hardware to meet This measure addresses non-compliant door
accessibility requirements.
width, weight and hardware conditions
throughout the facility.
Replace concessions casework with accessible This measure addresses non-compliant counter
counter
heights at all concourse and event level
concessions. Linked to other concession area
improvements (Item B.12).
Includes entire building.
This measure provides code required assisted
listening system (transmitters and receivers) for
facility patrons. Linked to replacement of arena
audio system (Item A.18).

New wayfinding, code, and ADA signage.
New assisted listening devices in arena.
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This measure addresses non-compliant door
hardware conditions at the main entry doors.
Main entry exterior door hardware to be
upgraded. Includes adding power operators at
two additional door leafs to provide access to
elevator lobby, main entry and box office.

Y

Replace concourse level, east side exterior
entry door hardware.

Y

Y

This measure provides a production intercom
system to allow communication among event
and game presentation
personnel. Existing intercom cabling is to be
abandoned with new two-channel cable runs as
needed to complete system.

A.20b New Intercom system and infrastructure

T/UEE
Y

ER&R
Y

VMC Options Study Description
This measure addresses the deteriorating
condition of the existing curtain system by
cleaning and repairing. Includes existing curtain
tracks, motors and controls at seating bowl
perimeter.

IMPROVEMENTS MATRIX - ER+R

VMC Options Study Title
ITEM
A.19A Refurbish existing curtain system

Universal
Accessibility

Telecom

CATEGORY
Special

Veterans Memorial Coliseum
Options Study Final Report

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

SME
N
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Tenant/User Experience Enhancements (T/UEE) Matrix
Includes all items in the Tenant/User Enhancements scenario, grouped by work type and location.

B.07b Replace retracting end seating

Bowl

Bowl

F.13

New rigging related structural enhancements

F.01B New Scoreboard and Head End Equipment

Bowl

New folding chairs at retracting seating

B.07c

Bowl
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This measure enhances ease and safety of
rigging by adding new structural steel within the
existing roof structure.

Includes Center‐Hung Scoreboard and
Video Displays Assembly, Hoist and minimally
remodeled Scoring and Video Production
locations.

Folding chair model to be GS100 with optional
permanent arm rest, one side only.

Includes new retracting platforms for hockey
configuration only.

This measure addresses the worn condition of
the existing seats and reduces overall Arena
seating counts. Linked to item C.08

Replace and reconfigure existing seating,
including accessible seating platforms.

B.07a

Bowl

This measure addresses the acoustic
deficiencies of the existing seating bowl
resulting from the removal of portions of the
original ceiling. Includes suspended, perforated
metal panel system with batt insulation.

F.12

Acoustics

New acoustical absorption at 75% of exposed
roof deck area

F.11

Acoustics

IMPROVEMENTS MATRIX - T/UEE

VMC Options Study Title
VMC Options Study Description
New acoustical absorption panels/drapes at the This measure addresses the acoustic
curved ends of the event level walls
deficiencies of the existing seating bowl.
Includes acoustic panels of varying sizes at
each end of the arena.
New acoustical absorption above the
This measure addresses the acoustic
suspended ceiling
deficiencies of the existing seating bowl
resulting from the removal of portions of the
original ceiling. Includes acoustic batt of varying
depths installed above existing arena ceiling.

ITEM
F.10

CATEGORY
Acoustics

Veterans Memorial Coliseum
Options Study Final Report

Y

Y

N

N

Y
Y

Y

N
N

Y

Y

Y

N

N

T/UEE
Y

ER&R
N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

SME
Y
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ITEM
B.05

C.01a

C.02

C.04

C.05

C.07

CATEGORY
Code/Life Safety

Code/Life Safety

Code/Life Safety

Code/Life Safety

Code/Life Safety

Code/Life Safety

Veterans Memorial Coliseum
Options Study Final Report

Includes new guardrails, toe kick protection,
walking surfaces and ladder enclosures to
improve catwalk safety.
This measure removes and replaces existing
dry pipe sprinkler system serving Entry Pagoda.
Includes new piping, heads, air compressor,
and dry sprinkler valve. For other Pagoda repair
scope see Item E.06b.
Allowance based on total project scope of work.
Includes all scope except where called out as
part of another item (kitchen, boiler)
This measure provides a new addressable
voice evacuation fire alarm system with mass
notification. Includes main control panel with fire
fighter phone handset,
remote firefighter phone jacks, remote
annunciator panel, smoke detection, speakers,
visual strobes, air-sampling duct smoke
detectors, sprinkler flow switch monitoring,
sprinkler tamper switch monitoring, sprinkler air
compressor low pressure switch monitoring,
open-area smoke imaging detection for bowl
smoke evacuation and exhaust fan control.

This measure provides code required egress
lighting throughout the entire facility. Includes
connection to existing building defined
emergency lighting circuits and new emergency
lighting circuits to the emergency power
distribution system.

Upgrade catwalk - safety enhancements

Replace fire sprinkler system at entry pagoda

Asbestos Abatement

New building wide fire alarm system

Upgrade emergency egress lighting
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VMC Options Study Description
This is an allowance for general code
conditions.

VMC Options Study Title
New sealant at existing rated wall penetrations

IMPROVEMENTS MATRIX - T/UEE

T/UEE
Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

ER&R
Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

SME
Y
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ITEM
C.08

C.09

C.10

C.11

C.12

B.12a

B.16c

B.20

CATEGORY
Code/Life Safety

Code/Life Safety

Code/Life Safety

Code/Life Safety

Code/Life Safety

Concourse

Concourse

Concourse

Veterans Memorial Coliseum
Options Study Final Report

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

New distributed antenna system for emergency
responder communication. Scope does not
include cell phone amplification.

Refurbish concourse & event level concessions Paint, patch and repair finishes and replace
existing equipment. Level C3 remodel.
Allowance based on total impacted area. See
D.03 for casework information
This measure provides a new exterior event
space. Includes new doors and bridges to
exterior area, new concrete pavers, guardrails,
planters, electrical and plumbing infrastructure
will be provided. Alternate to Item (B.16b).

Includes essential patch and paint of multiple
surfaces throughout facility.

New DAS System

New event terrace at carpenter shop

Repair finishes at concourse and seating bowl
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Y

Y

This measure addresses the need for code
required smoke evacuation by connecting
existing 80,000 cfm fans to fire alarm system
and emergency power. Alternate to new fan
system (Item C.06).

Connect existing exhaust fans to fire alarm
system and emergency backup power.

Y

Y

Y

New sprinklers at enclosed areas of Concourse This measure addresses the lack of a sprinkler
level
system in the enclosed areas under the bowl.
Includes connection to new fire alarm system
(C.05). Includes restroom and concession areas

Y

Y

N

This measure provides code required slip
resistant stair nosings, contrast striping and nontypical tread striping at all treads in the facility.

New stair nosings

T/UEE
Y

ER&R
Y

VMC Options Study Description
This measure modifies or replaces existing
guardrails to create code compliant conditions.

VMC Options Study Title
Upgrade handrails and guardrails at seating
bowl, concourse & exterior.

IMPROVEMENTS MATRIX - T/UEE

Y

Y

N

Y

N

Y

Y

SME
Y
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ITEM
E.02a

E.02c

E.03a

E.04a

E.04c

E.05

E.06b

E.09a

CATEGORY
Concourse

Concourse

Concourse

Concourse

Concourse

Concourse

Concourse

Concourse

Veterans Memorial Coliseum
Options Study Final Report

Includes new Winterhawks retail store. Mobile
furniture system or Concession "S".
Extends existing "Connector" canopy with new
steel frame and modified bitumen roofing
system. Scope to be priced on a unit basis
(single bay) to capture 3-bay and 5-bay
configurations. Includes light fixtures to match
existing canopy.
This measure provides a new free standing bar
at the southeast corner of the concourse level.
Includes new wood casework, concession
equipment, light fixtures, seating, MEPT
connections and sculptural signage. Includes
removal of existing offices in same area. See
A.23 for relocation of data hub.

Includes new portable carts. Number depends
on scenario.
This measure includes new monitors with CATV
and power distributed throughout the
Concourse.
This measure addresses deterioration of
existing Pagoda. Includes restoration of original
cement plaster ceiling (Option 3), new paint,
refinishing the glulam beams, new lights and
fascia. Does not include new roof (Item B.19).

This measure replaces existing point of sale
system with (62) new terminals. Includes power
and data connections. See A.23 for relocation
of data hub.

New mobile furniture/concessions at east
concourse entry
Upgrade existing "Connector" canopy

New concourse freestanding concessions fixed bar

New concourse freestanding concessions portable carts
New (50) HD monitors at the concourse level

Repair existing entry pagoda

New concessions point of sale system
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VMC Options Study Description
Includes removal of existing barrier and
installation of new glazed vestibule system.

VMC Options Study Title
Replace interior entry vestibule system

IMPROVEMENTS MATRIX - T/UEE

Y

Y

Y

N

N

Y

Y

N

Y

Y

N

N

Y

T/UEE
Y

N

ER&R
Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

Y

SME
Y
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Envelope

B.19a

Replace Coliseum roof
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This measure addresses deterioration of
existing Coliseum roofing system. Includes
complete removal of roof down to existing
structural deck and replacement with new
system.

This measure addresses poor curtain wall
performance (air leakage and air infiltration and
solar heat gain) through removal and reglazing
and application of exterior window film. See
P.03 for other curtain wall scope. Impacts
entire curtain wall.

B.18b Refurbish glass curtain wall system

Envelope

This measure addresses the lack of emergency
power for code required building life safety
functions. Includes 400kW generator, belly fuel
tank, electrical panels and 65 dBA enclosure.

New emergency generator

N.06

Electrical

This measure provides exterior power supplies
for artist trailers and other temporary parking lot
activities. Includes (3) 50 amp receptacles and
assoc. conduit, wiring & distribution panels

New Shore power stations in north parking lot

L.01

Electrical

Includes new suspended loudspeakers and
catwalk platform mounted amplifiers and
electronic processors, new control/Mix position
equipment, new intercom system, replacement
patch panels and new cabling systems.
Interface with new scoreboard, includes
assisted listening system.

Replace arena audio system

A.18

Electrical

VMC Options Study Description

Includes arena floor lights and shuttered HID
fixtures for instant dark.

A.11

Electrical

VMC Options Study Title
Recondition event level meeting room electrical
systems

IMPROVEMENTS MATRIX - T/UEE

Upgrade arena event lighting

ITEM
A.10

CATEGORY
Electrical

Veterans Memorial Coliseum
Options Study Final Report

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

Y

N

Y

T/UEE
Y

N

ER&R
N

Y

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

SME
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This measure addresses ongoing leaks in roof
with limited repair of existing system. Conduct
leak detection testing and conduct spot repair of
the waterproofing to eliminate the source of
water through the Exhibit Hall suspended slab.
Repair the edge flashing details. Repair spalling
concrete.

O.01a Repair Plaza Waterproofing (Exhibit hall roof)

Envelope

B.10a

Renovate event level kitchen

B.08b Renovate visitors' locker and dress rooms.

Event

Event

B.01

Event
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This measure addresses the outdated and
inefficient existing kitchen by providing a new
layout, equipment, walk-in refrigerator, finishes
d li ht fi t
S
i l d l
l B2

This measure addresses the worn condition of
the existing visitor's' locker room by providing a
revise layout, new lockers, light fixtures and
finishes. Level A2 remodel. Area 1,500SF

Includes removal of worn and broken doors and
replacement with new doors.

This measure address the deterioration of the
existing plywood fascia. Replace the plywood
fascia assembly with a high performance
insulated metal panel assembly. Includes
removal of existing plywood system and
installation of new prefinished, insulated metal
panel system (Centria Formawall 3" panel),
required support, fasteners and flashing.

M.02B Replace plywood fascia with insulated metal
panels

Envelope

Replace coiling metal doors

VMC Options Study Description
This measure addresses deterioration of
existing Entry Pagoda roofing system. Includes
complete removal of roof down to existing
structural deck and replacement with new
system.

IMPROVEMENTS MATRIX - T/UEE

VMC Options Study Title
ITEM
B.19b Replace Pagoda roof

CATEGORY
Envelope

Veterans Memorial Coliseum
Options Study Final Report

N

Y

Y

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

Y

T/UEE
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Y
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Y

N

Y
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G.04

G.06a

Event

Event

This measure provides updated and
reconfigured locker room for the Winterhawks.
Includes new walls, finishes, lighting,
equipment, MEPT infrastructure and lockers.
Level A2 renovation.

Renovate Winterhawks locker room
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This measure repairs and repaints public area
of the event level corridors. Level C1 renovation

Repair finishes in Public/Lobby areas of event
level.

Y

Y

Y

N

Y

N

This measure creates a new access controlled,
premium event space in the existing Fountain
Room. Finishes are refurbished and new bar
casework, soft seating, and large screen
monitors are provided. Includes MEPT
improvements as required to support new
concessions and amenities.

G.03a Renovate Fountain Room into event level
“Club” room

T/UEE
Y

Event

ER&R
N

Y

Includes restrooms required by work &
relocation of electrical room. Include adding link
to office area and enclosure of Pine Court
breezeway.

Level A1 renovation.

VMC Options Study Description
This measure enhances and enlarges the
existing Winterhawks office area. The new
Winterhawks offices will expand from 3,200
square feet to 8,100 square feet and will
expand south into what is now access and
service areas for the existing exhibit hall. The
new Winterhawks offices will have new
mechanical and electrical systems, new finishes
and can have windows north and south into the
Veteran’s Memorials.

N

VMC Options Study Title
Renovate (relocate) Winterhawks Offices

G.02b New FFE for renovated (relocated)
Winterhawks Offices

ITEM
G.02a

IMPROVEMENTS MATRIX - T/UEE

Event

CATEGORY
Event

Veterans Memorial Coliseum
Options Study Final Report

Y

Y

Y

Y

SME
Y
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Repair finishes in Exhibit Hall

Exhibit

Mechanical

Improve finishes and infrastructure in meeting
room. Scope applies to scenarios that do not
include new loading dock (H.05).

G.07b Repair Pope & Talbot Room

Event

A.02B Replace chiller, pumps, piping & assoc.
controls. Includes reduced plant size due to
energy conservation measures.

B.09

This measure updates finishes and improves
lighting and other infrastructure in the meeting
rooms. Scope to be coordinated with Item A.10
and A.14

G.07a Repair existing event level meeting rooms

Event

Y

N
As above but includes smaller chiller and
associated support equipment. Includes cooling
tower refurbishment and improved ice chiller
loop integration.
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Y

N

This measure addresses the worn condition of
the Exhibit hall without revising the layout or
amenities. Level C3 remodel. Does not include
roof repair (Item O.01). Area TBD during
construction documents phase.

Y

N

Y

T/UEE
Y

ER&R
N

N

Excludes the following rooms: Pope and Talbot
Room (Item G.07b), Exhibit hall (Item B.09) and
Fountain Room (Item G.03a)

Includes the following rooms: US Plywood
Room, GA Pacific room, International paper
Room, Dwyer Room, Weyerhaeuser Room, and
Simpson Room.

VMC Options Study Description

VMC Options Study Title
ITEM
G.06b New FFE for renovated Winterhawks locker
room

IMPROVEMENTS MATRIX - T/UEE

CATEGORY
Event

Veterans Memorial Coliseum
Options Study Final Report

N

Y

N

N

SME
Y
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ITEM
A.03

A.05

A.06

N.02

A.14

A.15

A.16

F.08

CATEGORY
Mechanical

Mechanical

Mechanical

Mechanical

Plumbing

Plumbing

Plumbing

Plumbing

Veterans Memorial Coliseum
Options Study Final Report

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Includes cold and hot water supply and return.
Includes repair to architectural finishes removed
to access piping.
Replaces valves only. If fixture performance is
deemed inadequate after new valves, fixtures
will need to be replaced per A.16b.
This includes the renovation to all restrooms in
concourse, event level, and exhibit hall. This
also includes complete remodel of link
restroom. Level A2 renovation to meet ADA
requirements. Linked to item A.15 for new water
efficient fixtures.

Replace domestic plumbing

Replace restroom valves with water efficient
models
Renovate concourse & event level bathrooms
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Y

N

Includes new, energy efficient fixtures and new
control system.

Replace meeting room lighting

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

Y

This measure would replace the remaining
older generation of building HVAC controls and
integrates the three existing systems into a
single system allowing improved control and
service of the building HVAC systems.

Upgrade HVAC controls

T/UEE
Y

ER&R
Y

Replace damaged roof mounted exhaust fans
(4)

This measure replaces the existing heating
system with new high efficiency heating
equipment including a new condensing boiler
and heating coils.

Replace boiler, heating pumps & piping

VMC Options Study Title
VMC Options Study Description
Recondition and recommission existing air
This measure addresses both the deterioration
handlers, fans & ductwork in mechanical rooms of the original air handlers and the difficulty
maintaining the air handlers because of difficult
service access with the objective of restoring
the original equipment to serviceable and
improved energy performing condition.

IMPROVEMENTS MATRIX - T/UEE

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

Y

Y

SME
Y
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Telecom

A.23

New data hub
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Includes demolition of existing data hub within
Comcast offices and new data hub.

N

Y

Y

Y

This measure provides a production intercom
system to allow communication among event
and game presentation
personnel. Existing intercom cabling is to be
abandoned with new two-channel cable runs as
needed to complete system.

Y

Y

A.20b New Intercom system and infrastructure

Y

Y

This measure addresses restoration and
deferred maintenance of the two memorial
gardens. Allowance of 2% hard construction
cost.
This measure addresses the deteriorating
condition of the existing curtain system by
cleaning and repairing. Includes existing curtain
tracks, motors and controls at seating bowl
perimeter.

Refurbish Memorial Gardens

Telecom

H.01

Site

Y

N

This measure provides new doors in the event
level corridors to allow control of public access
to the arena floor and other "backstage" areas".
Includes (2) double leaf doors and associated
walls, hardware and Fire/Life Safety
interconnection (for hold opens).

New access control doors in event level
corridors

A.19A Refurbish existing curtain system

G.05

Security

T/UEE
Y

ER&R
Y

VMC Options Study Description
This measure addresses facility access control
at doors on both the Concourse and Event
levels. Includes proximity card readers and IP
cameras at event and concourse level
entrances.

VMC Options Study Title
New access control system

IMPROVEMENTS MATRIX - T/UEE

Special

ITEM
A.21

CATEGORY
Security

Veterans Memorial Coliseum
Options Study Final Report

Y

Y

N

Y

Y
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ITEM
D.01

D.02

D.03

D.05

D.06

D.09

CATEGORY
Universal
Accessibility

Universal
Accessibility

Universal
Accessibility

Universal
Accessibility

Universal
Accessibility

Universal
Accessibility

Veterans Memorial Coliseum
Options Study Final Report

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

Replace all interior doors and hardware to meet This measure addresses non-compliant door
accessibility requirements.
width, weight and hardware conditions
throughout the facility.
Replace concessions casework with accessible This measure addresses non-compliant counter
counter
heights at all concourse and event level
concessions. Linked to other concession area
improvements (Item B.12).
Includes entire building.

This measure provides code required assisted
listening system (transmitters and receivers) for
facility patrons. Linked to replacement of arena
audio system (Item A.18).

This measure addresses no-compliant
conditions in the existing elevator. Includes
removal of existing elevator and new 2-stop
elevator.

New wayfinding, code, and ADA signage.

New assisted listening devices in arena.

Replace existing passenger elevator
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T/UEE
Y

VMC Options Study Description
This measure addresses non-compliant door
hardware conditions at the main entry doors.
Main entry exterior door hardware to be
upgraded. Includes adding power operators at
two additional door leafs to provide access to
elevator lobby, main entry and box office.

ER&R
Y

VMC Options Study Title
Replace concourse level, east side exterior
entry door hardware.

IMPROVEMENTS MATRIX - T/UEE

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

SME
Y
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Strategic Market Enhancements (SME) Matrix
Includes all items in the Strategic market Enhancements scenario, grouped by work type and location.

B.07b Replace retracting end seating

Bowl

Bowl

F.03

New North End Party Deck

F.01B New Scoreboard and Head End Equipment

Bowl

New folding chairs at retracting seating

B.07c

Bowl
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This measure provides a new access
controlled, 20-seat concession area within the
seating bowl. Includes demo of existing
structure and finishes, new structure, finishes,
MEPT to support amenities, wheel chair lift and
furnishings.

Includes Center‐Hung Scoreboard and
Video Displays Assembly, Hoist and minimally
remodeled Scoring and Video Production
locations.

Folding chair model to be GS100 with optional
permanent arm rest, one side only.

Includes new retracting platforms for hockey
configuration only.

This measure addresses the worn condition of
the existing seats and reduces overall Arena
seating counts. Linked to item C.08

Replace and reconfigure existing seating,
including accessible seating platforms.

B.07a

Bowl

This measure addresses the acoustic
deficiencies of the existing seating bowl
resulting from the removal of portions of the
original ceiling. Includes suspended, perforated
metal panel system with batt insulation.

F.12

Acoustics

New acoustical absorption at 75% of exposed
roof deck area

F.11

Acoustics

IMPROVEMENTS MATRIX - SME

VMC Options Study Title
VMC Options Study Description
New acoustical absorption panels/drapes at the This measure addresses the acoustic
curved ends of the event level walls
deficiencies of the existing seating bowl.
Includes acoustic panels of varying sizes at
each end of the arena.
New acoustical absorption above the
This measure addresses the acoustic
suspended ceiling
deficiencies of the existing seating bowl
resulting from the removal of portions of the
original ceiling. Includes acoustic batt of varying
depths installed above existing arena ceiling.

ITEM
F.10

CATEGORY
Acoustics

Veterans Memorial Coliseum
Options Study Final Report

Y

Y

N

N

Y

Y

N

N

N

N
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C.02

C.04

Code/Life Safety

C.01b Upgrade catwalk - seismic improvements

Code/Life Safety

Code/Life Safety

C.01a

Code/Life Safety

Allowance based on total project scope of work.
Includes all scope except where called out as
part of another item (kitchen, boiler)

Asbestos Abatement
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This measure removes and replaces existing
dry pipe sprinkler system serving Entry Pagoda.
Includes new piping, heads, air compressor,
and dry sprinkler valve. For other Pagoda repair
scope see Item E.06b.

Includes diagonal bracing to provide increased
stability in seismic event.

Replace fire sprinkler system at entry pagoda

Upgrade catwalk - safety enhancements

This is an allowance for general code
conditions.
Includes new guardrails, toe kick protection,
walking surfaces and ladder enclosures to
improve catwalk safety.

New sealant at existing rated wall penetrations

B.05

Code/Life Safety

This measure enhances ease and safety of
rigging by adding new structural steel within the
existing roof structure.

New rigging related structural enhancements

F.13

Bowl

This measure provides structural and curtain
improvements to allow a “Theater of the
Clouds” seating configuration. Includes new
truss system, hoists and curtain.

New Removable ‘Half House’ curtain and
trusses

F.05

Bowl

VMC Options Study Title
VMC Options Study Description
New structure for North event level ‘stage’ area This measure provides structural and curtain
improvements to allow a north stage seating
configuration. Includes new structural steel
within existing roof structure to increase rigging
capacity at roof trusses from 60,000 lbs. to
100,000 lbs.

ITEM
F.04

IMPROVEMENTS MATRIX - SME

CATEGORY
Bowl

Veterans Memorial Coliseum
Options Study Final Report
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ITEM
C.05

C.06

C.07

C.08

CATEGORY
Code/Life Safety

Code/Life Safety

Code/Life Safety

Code/Life Safety

Veterans Memorial Coliseum
Options Study Final Report

This measure provides code required egress
lighting throughout the entire facility. Includes
connection to existing building defined
emergency lighting circuits and new emergency
lighting circuits to the emergency power
distribution system.
This measure modifies or replaces existing
guardrails to create code compliant conditions.

Upgrade emergency egress lighting
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This measure addresses the need for code
required smoke evacuation by replacing
existing fans with new fans. Includes replacing
4 existing smoke evacuation fans with four new
38,000 cfm UL listed smoke evacuation fans.
Includes connection to new Fire Alarm system
and new electrical distribution to accomplish
upgrade. Alternate to item C.11. Linked to items
C.03a+b.

New smoke evacuation system

Upgrade handrails and guardrails at seating
bowl, concourse & exterior.

VMC Options Study Description
This measure provides a new addressable
voice evacuation fire alarm system with mass
notification. Includes main control panel with fire
fighter phone handset,
remote firefighter phone jacks, remote
annunciator panel, smoke detection, speakers,
visual strobes, air-sampling duct smoke
detectors, sprinkler flow switch monitoring,
sprinkler tamper switch monitoring, sprinkler air
compressor low pressure switch monitoring,
open-area smoke imaging detection for bowl
smoke evacuation and exhaust fan control.

VMC Options Study Title
New building wide fire alarm system

IMPROVEMENTS MATRIX - SME
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B.20

Concourse
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Includes essential patch and paint of multiple
surfaces throughout facility.

Repair finishes at concourse and seating bowl

Y

Y

N
This measure provides signage that is directed
towards generating advertising revenue or
enhancing the VMC brand identity. Includes
signage at the memorial gardens and interior
suspended graphics.

New branding and advertising signage

N

B.17

Concourse

Y

This measure provides a new exterior event
space. Includes new doors and bridges to
exterior area, new concrete pavers, guardrails,
planters, electrical and plumbing infrastructure
will be provided. Alternate to Item (B.16b).

New event terrace at carpenter shop

N

B.16c

N

N

B.12b Renovate concourse & event level Concessions Complete renovation of concourse & event level
stands in place, level A2 remodel, including
equipment. See D.03 for casework information
and E.11 for new concessions scope.

Concourse

Concourse

Y

Y

New distributed antenna system for emergency
responder communication. Scope does not
include cell phone amplification.

New DAS System

C.12

Code/Life Safety

Y

Y

New sprinklers at enclosed areas of Concourse This measure addresses the lack of a sprinkler
level
system in the enclosed areas under the bowl.
Includes connection to new fire alarm system
(C.05). Includes restroom and concession areas

C.10

Code/Life Safety

VMC Options Study Description
This measure provides code required slip
resistant stair nosings, contrast striping and nontypical tread striping at all treads in the facility.

T/UEE
Y

VMC Options Study Title
New stair nosings

IMPROVEMENTS MATRIX - SME

ER&R
N

ITEM
C.09

CATEGORY
Code/Life Safety

Veterans Memorial Coliseum
Options Study Final Report

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

SME
Y
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Boora Architects

ITEM
E.02a

E.02b

E.02c

E.03b

E.04a

E.04c

E.05

E.06a

CATEGORY
Concourse

Concourse

Concourse

Concourse

Concourse

Concourse

Concourse

Concourse

Veterans Memorial Coliseum
Options Study Final Report

Includes removal of existing box office and new
box office system
Includes new Winterhawks retail store. Mobile
furniture system or Concession "S".
This measure provides a new, glass roof
"Connector" canopy along portions or along the
entirety of the east entrance. Includes all new
steel and glass canopy, lighting, speakers and
connections to the existing exhibit hall structure.
Scope to be priced on a unit basis (single bay)
to capture 3-bay and 5-bay configurations.

This measure provides a new free standing bar
at the southeast corner of the concourse level.
Includes new wood casework, concession
equipment, light fixtures, seating, MEPT
connections and sculptural signage. Includes
removal of existing offices in same area. See
A.23 for relocation of data hub.

Includes new portable carts. Number depends
on scenario.
This measure includes new monitors with CATV
and power distributed throughout the
Concourse.
This measure addresses the condition of the
existing glulam columns by removing existing
opaque finish and applying new clear finish.

New box office at east concourse entry

New mobile furniture/concessions at east
concourse entry
New "Connector" canopy

New concourse freestanding concessions fixed bar

New concourse freestanding concessions portable carts
New (50) HD monitors at the concourse level

Refurbish existing wood glulam columns
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VMC Options Study Description
Includes removal of existing barrier and
installation of new glazed vestibule system.

VMC Options Study Title
Replace interior entry vestibule system

IMPROVEMENTS MATRIX - SME

Y

N

N

N

Y

N

Y

N

N

N

Y

N

T/UEE
Y

N

N

ER&R
Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

SME
Y
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ITEM
E.06b

E.07

E.09a

E.11

F.02

A.10

A.11

A.12

CATEGORY
Concourse

Concourse

Concourse

Concourse

Concourse

Electrical

Electrical

Electrical

Veterans Memorial Coliseum
Options Study Final Report

Includes replacement of existing 100W
fluorescent light fixtures with LED fixtures

Upgrade arena house lighting
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N

Includes arena floor lights and shuttered HID
fixtures for instant dark.

Upgrade arena event lighting

N

N

Recondition event level meeting room electrical
systems

N

Y

Y

N

N

Measure provides LED monitors above each
vomitory. Includes power and connection to
Video Production office.

N

N

New concourse level freestanding concessions This measure provides a new concession with
at structural concrete columns
cooking hood exhaust connected to the exterior
via vents in the existing concrete columns.
Includes (1) 20'x20' fixed bar with direct cooking
exhaust ventilation through adjacent column,
casework, equipment, MEPT and signage.

New monitor signage system above vomitories
at the concourse level.

Y

Y

This measure replaces existing point of sale
system with (62) new terminals. Includes power
and data connections. See A.23 for relocation
of data hub.

New concessions point of sale system

N

N

This measure closes all or portions of existing
stairs to create more occupiable area on the
concourse. Includes new concrete floors and
demolition of existing stairs.

New concourse level floor infills

T/UEE
Y

ER&R
N

VMC Options Study Description
This measure addresses deterioration of
existing Pagoda. Includes restoration of original
cement plaster ceiling (Option 3), new paint,
refinishing the glulam beams, new lights and
fascia. Does not include new roof (Item B.19).

VMC Options Study Title
Repair existing entry pagoda

IMPROVEMENTS MATRIX - SME

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

SME
Y
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ITEM
A.18

A.22

E.01

L.01

N.06

B.18c

CATEGORY
Electrical

Electrical

Electrical

Electrical

Electrical

Envelope

Veterans Memorial Coliseum
Options Study Final Report

Addition of lighting controls to reduce lighting
when spaces are unoccupied or when
daylighting is available This measure includes
upgrading the lighting controls to provide "all
dark" functionality and installation of occupancy
sensors in selected spaces including the
Concourse.
This measure provides new lighting fixtures at
multiple areas in the facility. Includes new
lighting at the Concourse, around the bowl
"ring" and on the glulam columns. Includes new
lighting control system.
This measure provides exterior power supplies
for artist trailers and other temporary parking lot
activities. Includes (3) 50 amp receptacles and
assoc. conduit, wiring & distribution panels
This measure addresses the lack of emergency
power for code required building life safety
functions. Includes 400kW generator, belly fuel
tank, electrical panels and 65 dBA enclosure.

This measure addresses air leakage and air
infiltration through the existing curtain wall
system through complete replacement of the
existing system. Includes removal of existing
system and new curtain mullion and glazing
mullion system.

Upgrade Lighting Control System

Upgrade Architectural Lighting at Concourse &
Exterior

New Shore power stations in north parking lot

New emergency generator

Replace glass curtain wall
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VMC Options Study Description
Includes new suspended loudspeakers and
catwalk platform mounted amplifiers and
electronic processors, new control/Mix position
equipment, new intercom system, replacement
patch panels and new cabling systems.
Interface with new scoreboard, includes
assisted listening system.

VMC Options Study Title
Replace arena audio system

IMPROVEMENTS MATRIX - SME

T/UEE
Y

N

N

Y

Y

N

ER&R
Y

N

N

N

Y

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

SME
Y
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B.01

B.08b Renovate visitors' locker and dress rooms.

Event

Event
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This measure addresses the worn condition of
the existing visitor's' locker room by providing a
revise layout, new lockers, light fixtures and
finishes. Level A2 remodel. Area 1,500SF

Includes removal of worn and broken doors and
replacement with new doors.

Y
Y

Y
N

N

N

O.01b Replace Plaza Waterproofing (Exhibit Hall roof) This measure addresses ongoing leaks in roof
by replacing existing membrane system. The
replacement of the membrane should include
the repair of the expansion joint detail. The
suspended slabs should also review and be resloped as needed. The new assembly to
incorporate a drainage plane.

Envelope

Replace coiling metal doors

Y

N

This measure address the deterioration of the
existing plywood fascia. Replace the plywood
fascia assembly with a high performance
insulated metal panel assembly. Includes
removal of existing plywood system and
installation of new prefinished, insulated metal
panel system (Centria Formawall 3" panel),
required support, fasteners and flashing.

Y

Y

M.02B Replace plywood fascia with insulated metal
panels

T/UEE
Y

ER&R
Y

Envelope

VMC Options Study Description
This measure addresses deterioration of
existing Coliseum roofing system. Includes
complete removal of roof down to existing
structural deck and replacement with new
system.
This measure addresses deterioration of
existing Entry Pagoda roofing system. Includes
complete removal of roof down to existing
structural deck and replacement with new
system.

VMC Options Study Title
Replace Coliseum roof

B.19b Replace Pagoda roof

ITEM
B.19a

IMPROVEMENTS MATRIX - SME

Envelope

CATEGORY
Envelope

Veterans Memorial Coliseum
Options Study Final Report

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

SME
Y
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Y

Y

N

N

G.02b New FFE for renovated (relocated)
Winterhawks Offices

G.03a Renovate Fountain Room into event level
“Club” room

Event
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This measure creates a new access controlled,
premium event space in the existing Fountain
Room. Finishes are refurbished and new bar
casework, soft seating, and large screen
monitors are provided. Includes MEPT
improvements as required to support new
concessions and amenities.

Y

N

Event

Includes restrooms required by work &
relocation of electrical room. Include adding link
to office area and enclosure of Pine Court
breezeway.

Level A1 renovation.

This measure enhances and enlarges the
existing Winterhawks office area. The new
Winterhawks offices will expand from 3,200
square feet to 8,100 square feet and will
expand south into what is now access and
service areas for the existing exhibit hall. The
new Winterhawks offices will have new
mechanical and electrical systems, new finishes
and can have windows north and south into the
Veteran’s Memorials.

Renovate (relocate) Winterhawks Offices

G.02a

T/UEE
Y

ER&R
N

Event

VMC Options Study Description
This measure addresses the outdated and
inefficient existing kitchen by providing a new
layout, equipment, walk-in refrigerator, finishes
and light fixtures. Scope includes level B2
remodel, reduce overall size by 50%.

VMC Options Study Title
Renovate event level kitchen

ITEM
B.10a

IMPROVEMENTS MATRIX - SME

CATEGORY
Event

Veterans Memorial Coliseum
Options Study Final Report

Y

Y

Y

SME
Y
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N

N

G.07C Renovate event level areas to accommodate
concourse comfort scope

Event
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Excludes the following rooms: Pope and Talbot
Room (Item G.07a), Exhibit hall (Item B.09) and
Fountain Room (Item G.03a)

Additional scope includes demolition and new
acoustic partitions and door in the event level
machine shop and new acoustic partitions and
door in the event level commissary.

Scope is identical to G.07a with the exception of
the following rooms: US Plywood Room and
Simpson Room. In these spaces new partitions
are provided to enclose new air handling units.
Wood panels and ceiling are removed and
reinstalled to new walls.

This measure updates finishes and improves
lighting and other infrastructure in the meeting
rooms in the context of the concourse comfort
enhancements (A.02C).

Y

N

G.06b New FFE for renovated Winterhawks locker
room

Y

N

Event

This measure provides updated and
reconfigured locker room for the Winterhawks.
Includes new walls, finishes, lighting,
equipment, MEPT infrastructure and lockers.
Level A2 renovation.

Renovate Winterhawks locker room

G.06a

T/UEE
Y

ER&R
Y

Event

VMC Options Study Description
This measure repairs and repaints public area
of the event level corridors. Level C1 renovation

VMC Options Study Title
Repair finishes in Public/Lobby areas of event
level.

ITEM
G.04

IMPROVEMENTS MATRIX - SME

CATEGORY
Event

Veterans Memorial Coliseum
Options Study Final Report

Y

Y

Y

SME
Y
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N

Y

Y

N

Y

N

New chiller and air system to provide concourse
comfort.

A.03

A.05

Mechanical

Recondition and recommission existing air
This measure addresses both the deterioration
handlers, fans & ductwork in mechanical rooms of the original air handlers and the difficulty
maintaining the air handlers because of difficult
service access with the objective of restoring
the original equipment to serviceable and
improved energy performing condition.

Mechanical

Replace boiler, heating pumps & piping
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This measure replaces the existing heating
system with new high efficiency heating
equipment including a new condensing boiler
and heating coils.

Y

N

This measure addresses the worn condition of
the Exhibit hall without revising the layout or
amenities. Level C3 remodel. Does not include
roof repair (Item O.01). Area TBD during
construction documents phase.

Repair finishes in Exhibit Hall

T/UEE
N

ER&R
N

VMC Options Study Description
This measure address the facility's lack of a
loading dock. Includes regrading and
resurfacing of north parking lot, demolition of
Pope & Talbot Meeting room, and maintaining
and enhancing accessible path between
Fountain Court and Winning way. Includes new
steel framing to support new openings in
existing walls, new retaining walls, new truck
landing pad, and relocation of mechanical and
electrical infrastructure. Glass canopy to be
priced separately as an alternate.

VMC Options Study Title
New 3-bay loading dock

IMPROVEMENTS MATRIX - SME

A.02C Replace chiller, pumps, piping & assoc.
controls. Includes scope to manage concourse
occupant comfort.

B.09

Exhibit

Mechanical

ITEM
H.05

CATEGORY
Event

Veterans Memorial Coliseum
Options Study Final Report

Y

Y

Y

Y

SME
Y
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ITEM
A.06

A.14

A.15

A.16

F.08

A.21

G.05

CATEGORY
Mechanical

Plumbing

Plumbing

Plumbing

Plumbing

Security

Security

Veterans Memorial Coliseum
Options Study Final Report

Includes new, energy efficient fixtures and new
control system.
Includes cold and hot water supply and return.
Includes repair to architectural finishes removed
to access piping.
Replaces valves only. If fixture performance is
deemed inadequate after new valves, fixtures
will need to be replaced per A.16b.
This includes the renovation to all restrooms in
concourse, event level, and exhibit hall. This
also includes complete remodel of link
restroom. Level A2 renovation to meet ADA
requirements. Linked to item A.15 for new water
efficient fixtures.

This measure addresses facility access control
at doors on both the Concourse and Event
levels. Includes proximity card readers and IP
cameras at event and concourse level
entrances.
This measure provides new doors in the event
level corridors to allow control of public access
to the arena floor and other "backstage" areas".
Includes (2) double leaf doors and associated
walls, hardware and Fire/Life Safety
interconnection (for hold opens).

Replace meeting room lighting

Replace domestic plumbing

Replace restroom valves with water efficient
models
Renovate concourse & event level bathrooms

New access control system

New access control doors in event level
corridors
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VMC Options Study Description
This measure would replace the remaining
older generation of building HVAC controls and
integrates the three existing systems into a
single system allowing improved control and
service of the building HVAC systems.

VMC Options Study Title
Upgrade HVAC controls

IMPROVEMENTS MATRIX - SME

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

T/UEE
Y

N

ER&R
Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

SME
Y
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This measure provides enhancements to the
east entry plaza. Includes new 40x40 stage,
steps and ADA ramp, electrical, A/V, data, and
related demo.

New east plaza improvements

A.23

A.24

Telecom

Telecom

Includes demolition of existing data hub within
Comcast offices and new data hub.

This measure provides a production intercom
system to allow communication among event
and game presentation
personnel. Existing intercom cabling is to be
abandoned with new two-channel cable runs as
needed to complete system.

Provide new CATV cabling infrastructure
throughout the building. Backbone cable shall
be RG11/U coaxial cable.
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New public wireless network at concourse, bowl Includes wireless access points for public
and event level.
connection throughout the facility.

New data hub

A.20b New Intercom system and infrastructure

Telecom

New TV / Cable system and infrastructure

A.20a

Telecom

This measure addresses the deteriorating
condition of the existing curtain system by
replacing the existing system with a new system
and curtain. Scope includes removal of existing
system.

VMC Options Study Description
This measure addresses restoration and
deferred maintenance of the two memorial
gardens. Allowance of 2% hard construction
cost.

IMPROVEMENTS MATRIX - SME

VMC Options Study Title
Refurbish Memorial Gardens

A.19B Replace existing curtain system

H.02

Site

Special

ITEM
H.01

CATEGORY
Site

Veterans Memorial Coliseum
Options Study Final Report

N

N

Y

N

N

Y

N

N

Y

N

N

N

T/UEE
Y

ER&R
Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

SME
Y
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ITEM
D.01

D.02

D.03

D.05

D.06

D.09

CATEGORY
Universal
Accessibility

Universal
Accessibility

Universal
Accessibility

Universal
Accessibility

Universal
Accessibility

Universal
Accessibility

Veterans Memorial Coliseum
Options Study Final Report

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

Replace all interior doors and hardware to meet This measure addresses non-compliant door
accessibility requirements.
width, weight and hardware conditions
throughout the facility.
Replace concessions casework with accessible This measure addresses non-compliant counter
counter
heights at all concourse and event level
concessions. Linked to other concession area
improvements (Item B.12).
Includes entire building.

This measure provides code required assisted
listening system (transmitters and receivers) for
facility patrons. Linked to replacement of arena
audio system (Item A.18).

This measure addresses no-compliant
conditions in the existing elevator. Includes
removal of existing elevator and new 2-stop
elevator.

New wayfinding, code, and ADA signage.

New assisted listening devices in arena.

Replace existing passenger elevator
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T/UEE
Y

VMC Options Study Description
This measure addresses non-compliant door
hardware conditions at the main entry doors.
Main entry exterior door hardware to be
upgraded. Includes adding power operators at
two additional door leafs to provide access to
elevator lobby, main entry and box office.

ER&R
Y

VMC Options Study Title
Replace concourse level, east side exterior
entry door hardware.

IMPROVEMENTS MATRIX - SME

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

SME
Y

4/24/2015
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Contingencies Matrix
Includes all items that may be included in any of the above scenarios but requires further study to
determine if they are required, grouped by work type and location.

ITEM
C.03a

C.03b

N.07

B.16b

A.09

N.08

A.16b

H.03

H.04

CATEGORY
Code/Life Safety

Code/Life Safety

Code/Life Safety

Concourse

Electrical

Electrical

Plumbing

Site

Site

Veterans Memorial Coliseum
Options Study Final Report

This measure addresses the lack of a sprinkler system in all concourse level
ceiling not above the seating bowl. Includes connection to new fire alarm system
(C.05).
Includes equipment not being replaced as part of other scope.
Provides a new vegetated roof system over portions of the carpenter Shop.
Alternate to Item B.16c.
No parts are available for the obsolete primary electrical distribution switchgear.
This measure addresses the obsolescence and risk associated with failure of this
gear by replacing the equipment using a phased approach.

New sprinklers at High Concourse

New seismic restraint of MEP equipment
New green roof at carpenter shop

Replace building main electrical switchgear

This measure provides for the reuse and treatment of storm water on the VMC
site. Includes site and roof storm water collection and site infiltration facilities that
exceed minimum management standards. Includes cistern for storm water
collection and reuse for non-potable water needs. Includes English Ivy removal
and replacement with drought tolerant species to address Portland noxious plant
standards.
This measure revises and updates existing gardens to enhance their original
memorial functions. Includes new materials, lighting, memorial elements and
plantings in both Memorial Gardens. Scope based on design developed with
Portland Veteran's group input.

New site improvements

Renovate Memorial Garden
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Includes replacement of existing fixtures with low flow type. Additive to A.16a.

Replace restroom fixtures with water efficient models

Replace exhibition hall busway

VMC Options Study Description
This measure addresses the lack of a sprinkler system in the covered, nonenclosed, areas under the bowl. Includes connection to new fire alarm system
(C.05). Excludes restroom and concession areas (C.10).

4/24/2015
Boora Architects

VMC Options Study Title
New sprinklers at Concourse under Bowl

IMPROVEMENTS MATRIX - CONTINGENCIES

Removed Items Matrix
Includes items considered in previous studies that are no longer part of any scenario or option, listed in
order of scope number.

B.13

B.14

B.15

C.01c

D.07

D.08

E.04b

E.09b

E.10

F.06
G.01

REMOVED

REMOVED

REMOVED

REMOVED

REMOVED

REMOVED

REMOVED

REMOVED

REMOVED

REMOVED
REMOVED

11/10/14-removed. Railing added to C.08.
Platforms added to B.07a.

Concrete infill for ADA seating - $20K railing
allowance.
(Concept Design scope subdivided in 100% SD) .
Adjust per current layout.
(Concept Design scope subdivided in 100% SD) . 62
terminals per Ovations, $30K allowance for wiring

ADA seating concrete infill, Linked to items B.07

Concourse freestanding concessions - 1 fixed bar vendor

New Point of Sale system for all concessions (62
terminals). - Vendor

Party tower(s)
Locker Room Tunnel Connection to Bench
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Delete - duplicate of party deck
Revised cost, includes structural work.

11/14/14-Remove
11/14/14-removed

11/14/14-Not as necessary if revised ticketing. ;
Add 2-stop passenger elevator adjacent to existing. Concourse level: locate elevator inside the 'ticketed'
11/24/14-Removed
Concourse level: locate elevator inside the 'ticketed' area. Event level: provide hallway and elevator
machine room to connect to corridors to east and west
area. Event level: provide hallway and elevator
machine room to connect to corridors to east and
west. See D.09

11/14/14-Removed-consolidated with E.09A

11/10/14-removed. Replaced with C.11

11/10/14-Deleted. Combined with C.08

11/10/14-superceded by scope in B.19.
Removed

Handrail and guardrail upgrade concourse & exterior Tied to bowl improvements, including railings,
concourse, exiting, exterior - SPLIT 50/50 with C.8.

MH Report Item 9

Provide overflow drains at 4 low points of roof near
existing roof drains

11/10/14-removed and replaced with B.18A

New Item. May require specialty consultant
review/design. Additive to scope in C.01a
+C.01b. 11/10/14-Hold-pending feedback from
Susan; 1/29/15-Removed

MH Report Items 2 & 3 - currently includes
removing and re-installing all glass (coordinate with
item B.18)

Replace curtain wall sealant and fasteners

Removed 11/6/14

Catwalk: OSHA compliant upgrade

Arts Funded item?

Memorial Restoration, including replacement of
pumps, piping and tile

11/10/14-Removed. Recombined with B.10a

(Concept Design scope subdivided in 100% SD) .
Level B2 renovation

B.10b Upgrade event level kitchen - Vendor, to level B2
renovation, reduce overall size by 50%, replace all
kitchen equipment.

VMC Options Study Remarks
11/6/14- Pending additional review by Glumac,
12/8/14-Recommend consolidate with A.09A,
12/09/14-Removed, scope consolidated with
A.09A

REMOVED

Concept Design Remarks
(Concept Design scope subdivided in 100% SD)
Includes transfer switches and panels

(Concept Design scope subdivided in 100% SD) 50% 11/10/14-consolidated with B.01a
Deferred

100% SD Description
Replace building main electrical switchgear,
including transfer switches and panels

4/24/2015
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B.01b Replace 2 interior coiling metal doors, 4 PVC doors

ITEM
A.09B

IMPROVEMENTS MATRIX - REMOVED

REMOVED

CATEGORY2
REMOVED

Veterans Memorial Coliseum
Options Study Final Report

IMPROVEMENTS MATRIX - REMOVED

4/24/2015
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G.08

H.06

K.01

K.02

M.01

M.03

M.04

N.01

N.03

N.04

REMOVED

REMOVED

REMOVED

REMOVED

REMOVED

REMOVED

REMOVED

REMOVED

REMOVED

11/14/14 - Item maintained in project pending
input from CSL; 11/19/14-Would be part of
Second ice sheet concept. Otherwise
recommend remove from project. 11/24/14Removed
11/14/14-removed

Community Ice Rink Improvements (lobby, changing Level B2 renovation of north concessions stand to
area, skate rental)
skate rental - 500 s.f.

Community Space in Exhibit Hall - meeting,
veterans, cultural, education/athletic
Roof replacement, new tapered insulation
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Work is ongoing-11/6/14, removed
Ensure reliability of system to determine extent of
renovation as recommended by Status Quo analysis.
Items folded into "Reconditioning of electrical systems
- arena".

Inspect and test power supply system

Moot, removed 11/6/14

confirmed duplicate scope, Removed 11/6/14

Is this a duplicate entry? Confirmed duplicate
1.12.11.
Requires further discussion. Glumac LEED EB
analysis to help determine appropriateness of
improvement. Confirmed on-hold pending Glumac
analysis 1.12.11.

Add opening at the east concourse level between the 11/14/14-removed
concourse and the arena bowl.
To be priced. Removed as per discussion with
11/14/14-removed
Mayor. Will need Landmarks/SHPO approval.

Replace central plant heat exchangers (Steam to
HW and Domestic Water)
Conditioned concourse

West plaza at Concourse Level

Concourse Aperture

Removed 11/6/14, 11/14/14-Required to
maintain accessible egress path following
loading dock revisions (H.05).

Alternate Entrance to Memorial Gardens from
Winning Way, incl. Landscape treatments

Duplicate of B.19, 11/14/14-removed
Recommended by Envelope Consultant & Status
Quo. Main roof recovered 2 years ago (8 year life).
Status Quo estimated cost at $1.17K, AEG at $800K.
3rd tier priority per 1/12/11 meeting.
(129,600 sf)

1/14/14 - Needs input from Scott re: need for
storage or meeting room. 11/17/14- Scott
indicated that meeting room is current preferred
use. 11/24/14-Scope added to G.07. Item
removed.

Convert Simpson Room to Storage.

100% SD Description
Concept Design Remarks
VMC Options Study Remarks
ITEM
11/14/14-removed, consolidated with G.03a
G.03b Create an event level “Club” room from the Fountain (Concept Design scope subdivided in 100% SD) .
Room and adjacent catering/finishing area. Level B1 Level B1 renovation (reduced from $315 to $215/sf) at
Fountain Room only.
renovation - Vendor

REMOVED

CATEGORY2
REMOVED

Veterans Memorial Coliseum
Options Study Final Report

ITEM
N.05

N.09

O.03

O.04

P.01

P.02

P.03

Q.01

Q.02

Q.03

Q.04

Q.05

Q.06

Q.07

Q.10

Q.11

CATEGORY2
REMOVED

REMOVED

REMOVED

REMOVED

REMOVED

REMOVED

REMOVED

REMOVED

REMOVED

REMOVED

REMOVED

REMOVED

REMOVED

REMOVED

REMOVED

REMOVED

Veterans Memorial Coliseum
Options Study Final Report

Low volume of walk-up traffic, opportunity to use main 11/14/14-removed
RQ ticket office more. New box office at pagoda
preferred by WH.
Duplicate with PDC matrix item 61.
Duplicated elsewhere. Requires ADA analysis

Low priority. May only be possible with replacement 11/14/14-removed
and major concourse improvements. Duplicate issue
May raise historic preservation issues.

Removed as per discussion with Mayor.
Removed as per discussion with Mayor.
Duplicate with PDC matrix item 63.
Mayor has requested feasibility analysis on concept.
Should include terrace at plaza or concourse level.
Duplicate with PDC matrix item 54. Removed as per
discussion with Mayor.

Box office improvements - current configuration

Additional interior signage

Restroom fixtures

Insulation - concourse and roof

Replace glass curtain wall

Operable façade at west side of building

Replace plywood fascia panels with glass panels

Add party decks in arena bowl

West Entrance/Interstate Ave. Retail

Concourse Apertures

Will require architectural integration.
Per Sparling report

Replace existing curtain system with 8 individually
functioning curtains

Provide acoustical absorption at 75% of exposed
roof deck area
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11/14/14-merged with party deck, removed

Level A2 renovation, locate at (e) 2023 Concessions
area, provide 7 toilets & 1 wash fountain

New Women's Restroom required by Party Deck
demolition

11/14/14-removed,

11/14/14-removed

11/14/143-removed replaced with G.02C+d

Winterhawks Office - Remodel in place (no
expansion)

11/14/14-removed

11/14/14-removed

11/14/14-removed

11/14/14-removed

11/14/14-removed

11/14/14- Linked to new fascia. Need input from
Konstrukt. RLB to include soft cost for Historic
Review process. Boora to provide area of
affected glass. 1/5/15-Item renumbered to
B.18C.

11/14/14-removed

Duplicate of other signage?

Duplicate of A.12, removed 11/6/14

Ceiling lighting over seating - replaces can lights

House Lighting

4/24/2015
Boora Architects

VMC Options Study Remarks
confirmed duplicate scope. Removed 11/6/14

Concept Design Remarks
Detailed inspection required to verify need. Items
folded into "Reconditioning of electrical systems arena.

100% SD Description
Replace branch circuit panels

IMPROVEMENTS MATRIX - REMOVED

ITEM
Q.12

Q.14

Q.15

Q.16

CATEGORY2
REMOVED

REMOVED

REMOVED

REMOVED

Veterans Memorial Coliseum
Options Study Final Report

Recommended by Envelope Consultant (MH Report 11/14/14-removed, Duplicate of M.02
Item 7). Could be deferred, repairs completed 2-3
years ago. Status Quo recommends replacement
since existing panels have 5-8 year lifespan. Plywood
replacement estimated at $600K-$700K, metal panels
at $1.24M (per AEG). Landmarks/SHPO will require
detailed review.

Replace plywood fascia with insulated metal panels
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Removed as per discussion with Mayor. Will need
Landmarks/SHPO approval.

West plaza at Concourse Level

11/14/14-removed,

11/14/14-removed, Replaced with B.18b

MH Report Items 2 & 3 - currently includes removing
and re-installing all glass (coordinate with item B.18)

Replace curtain wall sealant and fasteners

VMC Options Study Remarks
11/14/14-removed,

Concept Design Remarks
Level A2 renovation. Includes new stair, elevator &
plaza level entrance.

4/24/2015
Boora Architects

100% SD Description
Community Space in Exhibit Hall - meeting,
veterans, cultural, education/athletic

IMPROVEMENTS MATRIX - REMOVED

Scope for Cost Estimation Matrix
Includes all items included in the ER&R, T/UEE, and SME scenarios, listed in order of scope number.
Matrix links each scope item to documents in appendices B and C.

This measure replaces the existing heating system with new high efficiency heating
equipment including a new condensing boiler and heating coils.

This measure would replace the remaining older generation of building HVAC controls
and integrates the three existing systems into a single system allowing improved control
and service of the building HVAC systems.
No parts are available for the obsolete primary electrical distribution switchgear. This
measure addresses the obsolescence and risk associated with failure of this gear by
replacing the equipment using a phased approach.

Includes arena floor lights and shuttered HID fixtures for instant dark.

Includes replacement of existing 100W fluorescent light fixtures with LED fixtures

Replace boiler, heating pumps & piping

Upgrade HVAC controls

Replace building main electrical switchgear

Recondition event level meeting room electrical
systems

Upgrade arena event lighting

Upgrade arena house lighting

A.05

A.06

A.09

A.10

A.11

A.12
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This measure addresses both the deterioration of the original air handlers and the
difficulty maintaining the air handlers because of difficult service access with the
objective of restoring the original equipment to serviceable and improved energy
performing condition.

Improvements: TBD

Demo: TBD

Improvements: Concept Design materials. (RLB to furnish).

Demo: Concept Design materials. (RLB to furnish).

Improvements: TBD

Demo: TBD

Improvements:
See VMC Options Study - Supplemental Item 03.
See VMC Options Study drawing set.

Demo:
See VMC Options Study - Supplemental Item 03.
See VMC Options Study drawing set.

Improvements: See VMC Options Study - Supplemental Item 03.

Demo: See VMC Options Study - Supplemental Item 03.

Improvements:
See VMC Options Study - Supplemental Item 03.
See the 100% SD Narrative, Section 3-4a. for additional information.
See VMC Options Study drawing set.

Demo:
See VMC Options Study - Supplemental Item 03.
See the 100% SD Narrative, Section 3-4a. for additional information.

Demo: See the 100% SD Narrative, Section 3-4a.
Improvements:
See the 100% SD Narrative, Section 3-4a.
See Glumac SD Options Study narrative for additional information.

Demo: See VMC Options Study - Supplemental Item 03.
Improvements:
See VMC Options Study - Supplemental Item 03.
See VMC Options Study drawing set.

New chiller and air system to provide concourse comfort.

A.02C Replace chiller, pumps, piping & assoc. controls.
Includes scope to manage concourse occupant
comfort.

Recondition and recommission existing air handlers,
fans & ductwork in mechanical rooms

Demo: See VMC Options Study - Supplemental Item 03.
Improvements:
See VMC Options Study - Supplemental Item 03.
See VMC Options Study drawing set.

As above but includes smaller chiller and associated support equipment. Includes
cooling tower refurbishment and improved ice chiller loop integration.

A.02B Replace chiller, pumps, piping & assoc. controls.
Includes reduced plant size due to energy
conservation measures.

A.03

Option Study Documentation
Demo: See VMC Options Study - Supplemental Item 03.
Improvements:
See VMC Options Study - Supplemental Item 03.
See VMC Options Study drawing set.

VMC Options Study Description
This measure replaces the remaining chiller (CH-3) that dates from the original
construction and completes the renovation of the chilled water and ice making plant. In
addition to replacing the chiller, the work integrates the ice plant and the chilled water
comfort cooling plant into a single plant and the replacement of CH-3 allows the building
to conform to LEED minimum requirements.

IMPROVEMENTS MATRIX - SCOPE FOR COST

VMC Options Study Title
ITEM
A.02A Replace chiller, pumps, piping & assoc. controls

Veterans Memorial Coliseum
Options Study Final Report

4/24/2015
Boora Architects

Includes cold and hot water supply and return. Includes repair to architectural finishes
removed to access piping.

Replaces valves only. If fixture performance is deemed inadequate after new valves,
fixtures will need to be replaced per A.16b.

Replace domestic plumbing

Replace restroom valves with water efficient models

A.15

A.16
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This measure addresses facility access control at doors on both the Concourse and
Event levels. Includes proximity card readers and IP cameras at event and concourse
level entrances.

This measure provides a production intercom system to allow communication among
event and game presentation
personnel. Existing intercom cabling is to be abandoned with new two-channel cable
runs as needed to complete system.

A.20b New Intercom system and infrastructure

New access control system

Provide new CATV cabling infrastructure throughout the building. Backbone cable shall
be RG11/U coaxial cable.

A.20a New TV / Cable system and infrastructure

A.21

This measure addresses the deteriorating condition of the existing curtain system by
replacing the existing system with a new system and curtain. Scope includes removal of
existing system.

A.19B Replace existing curtain system

Includes new suspended loudspeakers and catwalk platform mounted amplifiers and
electronic processors, new control/Mix position equipment, new intercom system,
replacement patch panels and new cabling systems. Interface with new scoreboard,
includes assisted listening system.

This measure addresses the deteriorating condition of the existing curtain system by
cleaning and repairing. Includes existing curtain tracks, motors and controls at seating
bowl perimeter.

Replace arena audio system

A.19A Refurbish existing curtain system

A.18

A.16b Replace restroom fixtures with water efficient models Includes replacement of existing fixtures with low flow type. Additive to A.16a.

VMC Options Study Description
Includes new, energy efficient fixtures and new control system.

VMC Options Study Title
Replace meeting room lighting

Improvements:
See the 100% SD Narrative, Section 3-6.
See VMC Options Study drawing set.

Demo:
See the 100% SD Narrative, Section 3-6.

Improvements:
See the 100% SD Narrative, Section 3-6.

Demo:
See the 100% SD Narrative, Section 3-6.

Demo: None
Improvements:
WJHW 100% SD Narrative Section 6-8

Demo: See existing building drawings.
Improvements: Pricing by specialty contractor based on correspondence with RLB.

Demo: See existing building drawings.
Improvements: Pricing by specialty contractor based on correspondence with RLB.

Improvements:
See the 100% SD Narrative, Section 3-4a.
See the 100% SD Narrative, Section 3-4b.
See the 100% SD Narrative, Section 3-6.

Demo:
See the 100% SD Narrative, Section 3-6.

Improvements:
See VMC Options Study - Supplemental Item 03.

Demo:
See VMC Options Study - Supplemental Item 03.

Improvements:
See VMC Options Study - Supplemental Item 03.

Demo:
See VMC Options Study - Supplemental Item 03.

Improvements:
See VMC Options Study - Supplemental Item 03.
See the 100% SD Narrative, Section 3-4a. for additional information.

Demo:
See VMC Options Study - Supplemental Item 03.
See the 100% SD Narrative, Section 3-4a. for additional information.

Improvements:
See VMC Options Study - Supplemental Item 03.
See VMC Options Study drawing set.

Option Study Documentation
Demo:
See VMC Options Study - Supplemental Item 03.
See VMC Options Study drawing set.

IMPROVEMENTS MATRIX - SCOPE FOR COST

ITEM
A.14

Veterans Memorial Coliseum
Options Study Final Report

4/24/2015
Boora Architects

Includes removal of worn and broken doors and replacement with new doors.

This is an allowance for general code conditions.

This measure addresses the worn condition of the existing seats and reduces overall
Arena seating counts. Linked to item C.08

Replace coiling metal doors

New sealant at existing rated wall penetrations

Replace and reconfigure existing seating, including
accessible seating platforms.

B.01

B.05

B.07a

New folding chairs at retracting seating

Folding chair model to be GS100 with optional permanent arm rest, one side only.

Repair finishes in visitors' locker and dress rooms.

Repair finishes in Exhibit Hall

Renovate event level kitchen

B.09

B.10a

B.08b Renovate visitors' locker and dress rooms.

B.08a

Demo: None
Improvements: Essential patch and paint.

Demo: Level A2 remodel. Approximate area of 1,500 SF
Improvements: Level A2 remodel. Approximate area of 1,500 SF

Demo: None
Improvements: Essential patch and paint.

Demo: See vendor quote (Furnished by City) for refurbishment scope.
See VMC Options Study drawing set for accessible platform scope.
Improvements: See vendor quote (Furnished by City) for refurbishment scope.
See VMC Options Study drawing set for accessible platform scope.

Demo: See VMC Options Study drawing set.
Improvements: See VMC Options Study drawing set.

Demo: See VMC Options Study drawing set.
Improvements: See VMC Options Study drawing set.

Demo: See VMC Options Study drawing set.
Improvements: See VMC Options Study drawing set.

Demo: None
Improvements: Allowance for new fire rated sealant at various existing penetrations.

Demo: Remove (e) coiling metal doors and grilles as indicated in SD Options Study Drawing Set.
Demo all the support/guide elements then patch and repair to match adjacent.
Improvements: Provide new coiling metal doors as indicated in SD Options Study Drawing Set.

Demo: None
Improvements: See VMC Options Study - Supplemental Item 03.

4/24/2015
Boora Architects
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See VMC Options Study drawing set.

See 100% SD Report, Section 6-7b for equipment scope.

Improvements:
Provide “Stonhard” flooring system, semi+gloss paint, FRP panels to 8+ft, and a 2x4 moisture resistant
ACT ceiling system. See 100% SD Report, Sections 3-4a and 3-4b for new sprinkler heads and MEPLT
systems (include scope for both B.10a and B.10b).

See VMC Options Study drawing set.

This measure addresses the outdated and inefficient existing kitchen by providing a new Demo:
layout, equipment, walk-in refrigerator, finishes and light fixtures. Scope includes level
Remove all (e) kitchen equipment and hood systems. Remove ceilings, lighting fixtures, mechanical
B2 remodel, reduce overall size by 50%.
devices and architectural elements. Clean all floors and surfaces to receive new finishes.

This measure addresses the worn condition of the existing visitor's' locker room by
providing a revise layout, new lockers, light fixtures and finishes. Level A2 remodel. Area
1,500SF
This measure addresses the worn condition of the Exhibit hall without revising the layout
or amenities. Level C3 remodel. Does not include roof repair (Item O.01). Area TBD
during construction documents phase.

This measure addresses the worn condition of the existing visitor's' locker room without
revising the layout or amenities. Level C3 remodel. Area 1,500SF

B.07d Refurbish existing seats, including accessible seating Includes removal of worn seat elements and replacement with new elements. Alternate
platforms.
to B.07a. Includes accessible seating platforms.

B.07c

Includes new retracting platforms for hockey configuration only.

Includes wireless access points for public connection throughout the facility.

New public wireless network at concourse, bowl and
event level.

A.24

B.07b Replace retracting end seating

Includes demolition of existing data hub within Comcast offices and new data hub.

New data hub

A.23

Demo: See VMC Options Study - Supplemental Item 13.
Improvements: See VMC Options Study - Supplemental Item 13.

VMC Options Study Description
Option Study Documentation
Addition of lighting controls to reduce lighting when spaces are unoccupied or when
Demo: None
daylighting is available This measure includes upgrading the lighting controls to provide Improvements: See VMC Options Study - Supplemental Item 03.
"all dark" functionality and installation of occupancy sensors in selected spaces including
the Concourse.

VMC Options Study Title
Upgrade Lighting Control System

IMPROVEMENTS MATRIX - SCOPE FOR COST

ITEM
A.22

Veterans Memorial Coliseum
Options Study Final Report

This measure addresses deterioration of existing Coliseum roofing system. Includes
complete removal of roof down to existing structural deck and replacement with new
system.

Replace Coliseum roof

B.19a
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This measure addresses air leakage and air infiltration through the existing curtain wall
system through complete replacement of the existing system. Includes removal of
existing system and new curtain mullion and glazing mullion system.

Replace glass curtain wall

B.18c

This measure addresses air leakage and air infiltration through the existing curtain wall
system through minor scale improvements. Scope includes added sealant and repair of
missing fasteners. Does not include added films applied to glass. See P.03 for other
curtain wall scope. Impacts entire curtain wall.

Repair glass curtain wall system

B.18a

This measure addresses poor curtain wall performance (air leakage and air infiltration
and solar heat gain) through removal and reglazing and application of exterior window
film. See P.03 for other curtain wall scope. Impacts entire curtain wall.

This measure provides signage that is directed towards generating advertising revenue
or enhancing the VMC brand identity. Includes signage at the memorial gardens and
interior suspended graphics.

New branding and advertising signage

B.17

B.18b Refurbish glass curtain wall system

This measure provides a new exterior event space. Includes new doors and bridges to
exterior area, new concrete pavers, guardrails, planters, electrical and plumbing
infrastructure will be provided. Alternate to Item (B.16b).

New event terrace at carpenter shop

B.16c

Provides a new vegetated roof system over portions of the carpenter Shop. Alternate to
Item B.16c.

B.16b New green roof at carpenter shop*

VMC Options Study Description
Paint, patch and repair finishes and replace existing equipment. Level C3 remodel.
Allowance based on total impacted area. See D.03 for casework information

Complete renovation of concourse & event level stands in place, level A2 remodel,
including equipment. See D.03 for casework information and E.11 for new concessions
scope.

VMC Options Study Title
Refurbish concourse & event level concessions

4/24/2015
Boora Architects

Improvements: Provide new roof systems per SD Options Study Drawing Set. Provide curbs at all
equipment.
See the 100% SD Narrative, Section 3-7.

Demo: Remove existing roof systems and expose existing structural deck.
See VMC Options Study - Supplemental Item 12.

Demo: Remove entire curtain wall system including mullions, glazing and connections to wood
mullions.
Improvements:
New aluminum curtain wall system with high performance glazing.
See VMC Options Study drawing set.

Demo: Remove existing curtain wall caps and seals and remove all glazing.
Improvements: Remove all glazing and conduct a full sealant removal
and replacement. Apply Enerlogic VEP70SR CDF film (Manufacturer: Vista Window Films) to interior
faces on all Coliseum curtain wall glazing. Reglaze and reseal. Carry out a comprehensive review
program to replace loose, or missing fasteners.

Demo: None
Improvements: Add a sealant cap bead to reseal the glass on
the exterior and interior to reduce air leakage and water infiltration; reseal all
metal break shape joints; and refasten any loosened or missing fasteners.

Demo: Remove existing signage.
Improvements:
See VMC Options Study - Supplemental Item 10.
See VMC Options Study drawing set.
See the 100% SD Narrative, Section 5-4.

Demo: See VMC Options Study drawing set.
Improvements:
See VMC Options Study drawing set.
See VMC Options Study - Supplemental Item 02.
See VMC Options Study - Supplemental Item 03.

See VMC Options Study drawing set.

Improvements: Install new roof system with insulation and river rock ballast.

Demo: Remove existing roofing and pavers

See VMC Options Study drawing set.
See VMC Options Study - Supplemental Item 11.

Demo: Remove all (e) kitchen equipment and hood systems. Remove ceilings, lighting fixtures,
mechanical devices and architectural elements. Clean all floors and surfaces to receive new finishes.

Improvements: Essential patch and paint. Refurbish equipment and reinstall.
See VMC Options Study - Supplemental Item 11.

See VMC Options Study - Supplemental Item 11.

Option Study Documentation
Demo: Minimal, as required to achieve scope in item D.03. Remove equipment as needed for
refurbishment.

IMPROVEMENTS MATRIX - SCOPE FOR COST

B.12b Renovate concourse & event level Concessions

ITEM
B.12a

Veterans Memorial Coliseum
Options Study Final Report

Includes new guardrails, toe kick protection, walking surfaces and ladder enclosures to
improve catwalk safety.

Upgrade catwalk - safety enhancements

C.01a

This measure provides a new addressable voice evacuation fire alarm system with mass
notification. Includes main control panel with fire fighter phone handset,
remote firefighter phone jacks, remote annunciator panel, smoke detection, speakers,
visual strobes, air-sampling duct smoke detectors, sprinkler flow switch monitoring,
sprinkler tamper switch monitoring, sprinkler air compressor low pressure switch
monitoring, open-area smoke imaging detection for bowl smoke evacuation and exhaust
fan control.

This measure addresses the need for code required smoke evacuation by replacing
existing fans with new fans. Includes replacing 4 existing smoke evacuation fans with
four new 38,000 cfm UL listed smoke evacuation fans. Includes connection to new Fire
Alarm system and new electrical distribution to accomplish upgrade. Alternate to item
C.11. Linked to items C.03a+b.

New building wide fire alarm system

New smoke evacuation system

C.05

C.06
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Allowance based on total project scope of work. Includes all scope except where called
out as part of another item (kitchen, boiler)

Asbestos Abatement

C.04

This measure addresses the lack of a sprinkler system in all concourse level ceiling not
above the seating bowl. Includes connection to new fire alarm system (C.05).

This measure addresses the lack of a sprinkler system in the covered, non-enclosed,
areas under the bowl. Includes connection to new fire alarm system (C.05). Excludes
restroom and concession areas (C.10).

New sprinklers at Concourse under Bowl*

C.03a

C.03b New sprinklers at High Concourse*

This measure removes and replaces existing dry pipe sprinkler system serving Entry
Pagoda. Includes new piping, heads, air compressor, and dry sprinkler valve. For other
Pagoda repair scope see Item E.06b.

Replace fire sprinkler system at entry pagoda

C.02

Includes diagonal bracing to provide increased stability in seismic event.

Includes essential patch and paint of multiple surfaces throughout facility.

Repair finishes at concourse and seating bowl

C.01b Upgrade catwalk - seismic improvements

4/24/2015
Boora Architects

Demo: Remove (4) existing exhaust fans.
Improvements:
See VMC Options Study - Supplemental Item 03.
See the 100% SD Narrative, Section 3-4b.

Demo: Remove existing system as required to install new system.
Improvements:
See the 100% SD Narrative, Section 3-4b.
See VMC Options Study - Supplemental Item 03.

Demo: See SD Options Study Drawing Set for Hazardous Material survey drawings.
Improvements:
See SD Options Study Drawing Set for Hazardous Material survey drawings.
See VMC Options Study - Supplemental Item 04.

Demo: Remove ceiling tiles as required to integrate sprinkler system. Reinstall ceiling tiles with
escutcheons to accommodate sprinkler system.
Improvements:
See the 100% SD Narrative, Section 3-4b.
See VMC Options Study - Supplemental Item 03.

Demo: None
Improvements:
See VMC Options Study drawing set.
See the 100% SD Narrative, Section 3-4b.
See the Glumac SD Options Study narrative.
Exposed piping to be painted to match concrete.

Demo: Remove existing sprinkler piping in the pagoda. Remove (e) plywood soffit as required to
access work.
Improvements:
See VMC Options Study drawing set.
See VMC Options Study - Supplemental Item 03.

Demo:
See VMC Options Study drawing set.
Improvements:
See VMC Options Study drawing set.
See the 100% SD Narrative, Section 3-3b.

Demo: See VMC Options Study drawing set.
Improvements:
See VMC Options Study drawing set.
See the 100% SD Narrative, Section 3-3b.

Demo: See VMC Options Study drawing set.
Improvements:
See VMC Options Study drawing set.

VMC Options Study Description
Option Study Documentation
This measure addresses deterioration of existing Entry Pagoda roofing system. Includes Demo: Remove existing roof systems and expose existing structural deck.
complete removal of roof down to existing structural deck and replacement with new
See VMC Options Study - Supplemental Item 12.
system.
Improvements: Provide new roof systems per SD Options Study Drawing Set. Provide curbs at all
equipment.
See the 100% SD Narrative, Section 3-7.

IMPROVEMENTS MATRIX - SCOPE FOR COST

B.20

VMC Options Study Title
ITEM
B.19b Replace Pagoda roof

Veterans Memorial Coliseum
Options Study Final Report

This measure provides code required slip resistant stair nosings, contrast striping and
non-typical tread striping at all treads in the facility.

New sprinklers at enclosed areas of Concourse level This measure addresses the lack of a sprinkler system in the enclosed areas under the
bowl. Includes connection to new fire alarm system (C.05). Includes restroom and
concession areas

This measure addresses the need for code required smoke evacuation by connecting
existing 80,000 cfm fans to fire alarm system and emergency power. Alternate to new
fan system (Item C.06).

New distributed antenna system for emergency responder communication. Scope does
not include cell phone amplification.

This measure addresses non-compliant door hardware conditions at the main entry
Demo: See VMC Options Study drawing set.
doors. Main entry exterior door hardware to be upgraded. Includes adding power
Improvements: See VMC Options Study drawing set.
operators at two additional door leafs to provide access to elevator lobby, main entry and See VMC Options Study - Supplemental Item 06.
box office.
This measure addresses non-compliant door width, weight and hardware conditions
throughout the facility.

This measure addresses non-compliant counter heights at all concourse and event level Demo: Remove all front counters and face panel. Keep steel frame grid system on
concessions. Linked to other concession area improvements (Item B.12).
concourse wall. Patch and paint steel structure to receive new treatments.
Improvements: Provide stainless steel counters and painted hollow metal panels under
counter. Provide new counter-balance security panels to close off stand. Provide new
access door.

Includes entire building.

This measure provides code required assisted listening system (transmitters and
receivers) for facility patrons. Linked to replacement of arena audio system (Item A.18).
This measure addresses no-compliant conditions in the existing elevator. Includes
removal of existing elevator and new 2-stop elevator.

New stair nosings

Connect existing exhaust fans to fire alarm system
and emergency backup power.

New DAS System

Replace concourse level, east side exterior entry
door hardware.

Replace all interior doors and hardware to meet
accessibility requirements.

Replace concessions casework with accessible
counter

New wayfinding, code, and ADA signage.

New assisted listening devices in arena.

Replace existing passenger elevator

C.09

C.10

C.11

C.12

D.01

D.02

D.03

D.05

D.06

D.09
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Demo: See VMC Options Study drawing set.
Improvements: See VMC Options Study drawing set.

This measure modifies or replaces existing guardrails to create code compliant
conditions.

Upgrade handrails and guardrails at seating bowl,
concourse & exterior.

C.08

4/24/2015
Boora Architects

Demo: Remove existing elevator
Improvements: Provide new system based on Concept Design estimate (RLB furnished).

Demo: None.
Improvements: Provide new system based on Concept Design estimate (RLB furnished).

Demo: Remove existing signage.
Improvements:
See VMC Options Study - Supplemental Item 10.
See VMC Options Study drawing set.
See the 100% SD Narrative, Section 5-4.

See VMC Options Study drawing set.

Demo: See VMC Options Study drawing set.
Improvements: See VMC Options Study drawing set.
See VMC Options Study - Supplemental Item 06.

Demo: None
Improvements: Provide code compliant Distributed Antenna System (DAS) for the entire facility,
including exhibit hall.

Demo: none
Improvements:
See the 100% SD Narrative, Section 3-4b.
See VMC Options Study - Supplemental Item 03.

Demo:
Remove existing paint and other nosing treatments from all stairs in bowl
Improvements:
Provide Nystrom model A5D renovation nosing at all stair treads at every stair.
See VMC Options Study drawing set.
Demo: None
Improvements:
See VMC Options Study drawing set.
See the 100% SD Narrative, Section 3-4b.
See VMC Options Study - Supplemental Item 03.
Exposed piping to be painted to match concrete.

Option Study Documentation
Demo:
See the 100% SD Narrative, Section 3-4b.
See VMC Options Study - Supplemental Item 03.
Improvements:
See the 100% SD Narrative, Section 3-4b.
See VMC Options Study - Supplemental Item 03.

VMC Options Study Description
This measure provides code required egress lighting throughout the entire facility.
Includes connection to existing building defined emergency lighting circuits and new
emergency lighting circuits to the emergency power distribution system.

VMC Options Study Title
Upgrade emergency egress lighting

IMPROVEMENTS MATRIX - SCOPE FOR COST

ITEM
C.07

Veterans Memorial Coliseum
Options Study Final Report

Includes removal of existing box office and new box office system

Includes new Winterhawks retail store. Mobile furniture system or Concession "S".

Extends existing "Connector" canopy with new steel frame and modified bitumen roofing Demo:
system. Scope to be priced on a unit basis (single bay) to capture 3-bay and 5-bay
See VMC Options Study drawing set.
configurations. Includes light fixtures to match existing canopy.
Remove existing canopy roofing and fascia.

This measure includes new monitors with CATV and power distributed throughout the
Concourse.

New mobile furniture/concessions at east concourse
entry

Upgrade existing "Connector" canopy

New "Connector" canopy

New concourse freestanding concessions - fixed bar This measure provides a new free standing bar at the southeast corner of the concourse
level. Includes new wood casework, concession equipment, light fixtures, seating, MEPT
connections and sculptural signage. Includes removal of existing offices in same area.
See A.23 for relocation of data hub.

Includes new portable carts. Number depends on scenario.

New box office at east concourse entry

New concourse freestanding concessions - portable
carts

New (50) HD monitors at the concourse level

E.02b

E.02c

E.03a

E.03b

E.04a

E.04c

E.05
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This measure provides a new, glass roof "Connector" canopy along portions or along the
entirety of the east entrance. Includes all new steel and glass canopy, lighting, speakers
and connections to the existing exhibit hall structure. Scope to be priced on a unit basis
(single bay) to capture 3-bay and 5-bay configurations.

Includes removal of existing barrier and installation of new glazed vestibule system.

Replace interior entry vestibule system

E.02a

4/24/2015
Boora Architects

Demo: None
Improvements: See VMC Options Study drawing set.

Demo: None
Improvements: See 100% SD Narrative, Section 6-7a.
U/TEE=6 carts
SME=3 carts

See VMC Options Study drawing set.
See 100% SD Narrative, Section 6-7c
See 100% SD Narrative, Section 3-4a

Improvements: Patch, paint and repair back of elevator. Replace finishes at event level
as required. Provide free-standing bar assembly including wood panels, wood base
and solid surface countertops.

See VMC Options Study drawing set.

Demo: Demo existing office space entirely. Remove film graphic from east exterior glass.
Remove glued down carpet and restore to match adjacent sealed concrete. Remove finishes on event
level as required to provide plumbing, power and data connections to bar. Abatement may be required.
Core drill concrete as required.

Demo: Remove existing canopy roofing, finishes canopy and structure. See existing drawing set.
Improvements:
See VMC Options Study drawing set.
Provide allowance for light fixtures and fire protection sprinklers.
See VMC Options Study - Supplemental Item 02.

Improvements:
Provide allowance for light fixtures and fire protection sprinklers.
See VMC Options Study drawing set.
See VMC Options Study - Supplemental Item 02.

Improvements: Provide new retail casework for Winterhawks concessions. Level 2B. Area 220SF

Demo: Remove existing concession casewrk and equipment. See VMC Options Study drawing set.
Area 220SF

Demo: See VMC Options Study drawing set.
Improvements:
See VMC Options Study drawing set.
See 100% SD Narrative, Section 5-3.

Demo: See VMC Options Study drawing set.
Improvements: See VMC Options Study drawing set.

VMC Options Study Description
Option Study Documentation
This measure provides new lighting fixtures at multiple areas in the facility. Includes new Demo: Remove existing fixtures as required. Remove existing finishes as required.
lighting at the Concourse, around the bowl "ring" and on the glulam columns. Includes
Improvements:
new lighting control system.
See 100% SD Narrative, Section 3-4a.
VMC Options Study - Supplemental Item 07

VMC Options Study Title
Upgrade Architectural Lighting at Concourse &
Exterior

IMPROVEMENTS MATRIX - SCOPE FOR COST

ITEM
E.01

Veterans Memorial Coliseum
Options Study Final Report
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Demo: Remove existing structure and finishes, new structure, finishes, MEPT
Improvements: Provide Party Deck and associated systems and amenities based on Concept Design
estimate (RLB furnished).

New North End Party Deck

F.03

Demo: Remove existing scoreboard and box beam. See existing drawings.
Improvements: See 100% SD Narrative, Section 6-9.

Demo: Remove existing score board and support connections. Box beam to remain. No retractable
functions.
Improvements: Provide new steel frame, digital score board and video panels panels.

Demo: Cut 16" diameter holes in concrete column to allow installation of cooking hood exhaust vent.
Improvements: See VMC Options Study drawing set. Provide allowance for commercial cook top and
fryer with overhead exhaust and fire control system. Provide allowance for sink and electrical power.
Provide allowance for connection to concession retail system.

See 100% SD Narrative, Section 3-4a.
See 100% SD Narrative, Section 3-4b.

Demo: Remove existing point of sale system
Improvements: Provide power and data to all POS locations; include monument boxes for F&B Carts
Power and Data in concourse.

See VMC Options Study drawing set.

New monitor signage system above vomitories at the Measure provides LED monitors above each vomitory. Includes power and connection to Demo: None
concourse level.
Video Production office.
Improvements: Provide new system based on Concept Design estimate (RLB furnished).
This measure provides a new access controlled, 20-seat concession area within the
seating bowl. Includes demo of existing structure and finishes, new structure, finishes,
MEPT to support amenities, wheel chair lift and furnishings.

4/24/2015
Boora Architects

Demo: Remove existing stairs that are completely covered by new infill.
Improvements: Infill specified openings with 6" concrete topping slab over 3" metal deck. Support
perimeter of deck with 6x6 steel angles fastened to concrete.

F.02

Includes Center‐Hung Scoreboard and Video Displays Assembly, Hoist and minimally
remodeled Scoring and Video Production locations.

This measure provides a new concession with cooking hood exhaust connected to the
exterior via vents in the existing concrete columns. Includes (1) 20'x20' fixed bar with
direct cooking exhaust ventilation through adjacent column, casework, equipment, MEPT
and signage.

New concourse level freestanding concessions at
structural concrete columns

E.11

F.01B New Scoreboard and Head End Equipment

This measure replaces existing point of sale system with (62) new terminals. Includes
power and data connections. See A.23 for relocation of data hub.

New concessions point of sale system

E.09a

Allowance for reduced scope score board that provides improvement over current
system but less functionality and scale than larger swcope item F.-01B. Box beam
remains and system is not retractable.

This measure closes all or portions of existing stairs to create more occupiable area on
the concourse. Includes new concrete floors and demolition of existing stairs.

New concourse level floor infills

E.07

F.01A New reduced scope scoreboard

This measure addresses deterioration of existing Pagoda. Includes restoration of original Demo: See VMC Options Study drawing set.
cement plaster ceiling (Option 3), new paint, refinishing the glulam beams, new lights
Improvements: See VMC Options Study drawing set.
and fascia. Does not include new roof (Item B.19).

Repair existing entry pagoda

E.06b

Improvements: See 100% SD Narrative, Section 6-1.
See VMC Options Study drawing set.

Option Study Documentation
Demo: See 100% SD Narrative, Section 6-1.
See VMC Options Study drawing set.

VMC Options Study Description
This measure addresses the condition of the existing glulam columns by removing
existing opaque finish and applying new clear finish.

VMC Options Study Title
Refurbish existing wood glulam columns

IMPROVEMENTS MATRIX - SCOPE FOR COST

ITEM
E.06a

Veterans Memorial Coliseum
Options Study Final Report

This measure provides structural and curtain improvements to allow a “Theater of the
Clouds” seating configuration. Includes new truss system, hoists and curtain.

New Removable ‘Half House’ curtain and trusses

F.05
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VMC Options Study Description
This measure provides structural and curtain improvements to allow a north stage
seating configuration. Includes new structural steel within existing roof structure to
increase rigging capacity at roof trusses from 60,000 lbs. to 100,000 lbs.

VMC Options Study Title
New structure for North event level ‘stage’ area

4/24/2015
Boora Architects

See VMC Options Study drawing set.

For this layout, permanent aluminum box+trusses (or similar) provided and designed by a vendor would
be located behind the stage and at the south side. These trusses would be hung just below the existing
roof trusses. Some horizontal steel members may be required between trusses at the south side to limit
the span of the aluminum trusses. Removable modular aluminum trusses would be located at the north
side to avoid conflicts with the main stage rigging. These would have hanging points off the roof
trusses. Some horizontal steel members may be required between trusses depending on the number
and layout of the modular Aluminum trusses. A single winch would raise and lower the trusses to the
floor. The winch would be located on the existing yellow platform which was originally used to raise and
lower the scoreboard. It is assumed the yellow platform has the capacity to resist the vertical and
horizontal loads from the new winch as the original scoreboard was likely heavier than the curtain
system. The existing roof trusses are adequate to support the hanging loads for the new aluminum
trusses.

Demo: None
Improvements: Provide 2 new permanent curtain trusses and 1 removable modular truss at north to
avoid conflicts with main stage. Provide a single winch to raise and lower the trusses to the floor.
Cables to the modular truss main need chain sections or counter weights to tension the cables when
not in use. Provide power and switching to new winch. Provide +/+50’+0” flame retardant black+out
curtains for 3 sides. Provide new “Super Trouper” spot light for northwest light perch. Coordinate curtain
with A.19.

See 100% SD Narrative, Section 3-3a.
See VMC Options Study drawing set.

Improvements: Provide 2 new “C” trusses over north stage per KPFF drawings and narrative. Include
life line cable along truss for fall protection. (Latchway, Evancorp?)
In order to increase the rigging capacity at the north stage area from 60,000 lbs. to
100,000 lbs. two new steel trusses will be added into the existing roof truss system. The
new trusses would be 5 feet deep and span 90 feet between the existing B trusses at
Grids C and D. The new trusses would be located at Grids 3.5 and 4.5 running parallel to the existing C
trusses and located approximately one inch below the Macomber joists.
The existing struts and bracing between the C trusses would have to be removed and re-installed once
the new trusses are in place. Some new struts would be added to the top chord of the truss at Grid 3.5
since there are no existing struts at that location to brace the top chord. New diagonal steel members
will have to be added between the top and bottom chords of the B trusses to transfer the load from the
support points of new trusses to an existing panel point in the B truss. It is assumed that the A and B
trusses can support the added rigging loads at the north stage area without significant modifications
since they have rigging capacity along their entire length which will not all be used at the same time.

Option Study Documentation
Demo:
See 100% SD Narrative, Section 3-3a.
See VMC Options Study drawing set.

IMPROVEMENTS MATRIX - SCOPE FOR COST

ITEM
F.04

Veterans Memorial Coliseum
Options Study Final Report

This measure addresses the acoustic deficiencies of the existing seating bowl resulting
from the removal of portions of the original ceiling. Includes acoustic batt of varying
depths installed above existing arena ceiling.
This measure addresses the acoustic deficiencies of the existing seating bowl resulting Demo: None
from the removal of portions of the original ceiling. Includes suspended, perforated metal Improvements:
panel system with batt insulation.
Perforated metal panels similar to what is used at the present ceiling but placed very close to the
underside of the roof deck. The spacing between the perforated panels and the underside of the roof
would vary between 6" and 24". Fiberglas or rockwool batts should be placed on top of the perforated
panel. Some foil faced facing up and some without. The thickness of the batts would vary between 4"
and 18". The density of the batts would also vary between 1.3 pounds per cubic foot to 2.5 pounds per
cubic foot. The anticipated area of coverage is approximately 75 percent of exposed roof area.

New acoustical absorption above the suspended
ceiling

New acoustical absorption at 75% of exposed roof
deck area

New rigging related structural enhancements

F.11

F.12

F.13
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This measure enhances ease and safety of rigging by adding new structural steel within
the existing roof structure.

This measure addresses the acoustic deficiencies of the existing seating bowl. Includes
acoustic panels of varying sizes at each end of the arena.

New acoustical absorption panels/drapes at the
curved ends of the event level walls

F.10

Demo: None
Improvements:
See SD Options Study drawing set
See VMC Options Study - Supplemental Item 02.

See VMC Options Study drawing set.

Demo: None
Improvements: See 100% SD Narrative, Section 3-5.
Demo: None
Improvements: See 100% SD Narrative, Section 3-5.

See VMC Options Study drawing set.

See 100% SD Narrative, Section 3-4a.
See 100% SD Narrative, Section 3-4b.

Provide an alternate cost for ADA upgrades to restrooms 2018, 2029, 2064 and 2067.

Includes full ADA upgrades to concourse restrooms 2007, 2036, 2049,
2057 and 2075. Includes fixture and finish renovations to rooms 2018, 2029, 2064, 2067.

Improvements, Typical: Provide new epoxy paint finish on floors and walls. Replace ceiling soffits as
indicated. Provide new fixtures, partitions and accessories as indicated in architectural drawings.

Option Study Documentation
Demo, Typical: Remove existing plumbing and lighting fixtures, partitions, accessories and
applied finishes. Clean extensively, especially where water and urine may have
penetrated concrete, tile or other finishes to remain. Remove ceiling soffits where
indicated. Many of the wet walls are CMU. New plumbing fixtures may not align with (e)
locations, requiring extensive patching or replacement of wall materials. Patch and repair the concourse
side of restroom walls; paint frames and metal panels a single neutral color.

VMC Options Study Description
This includes the renovation to all restrooms in concourse, event level, and exhibit hall.
This also includes complete remodel of link restroom. Level A2 renovation to meet ADA
requirements. Linked to item A.15 for new water efficient fixtures.

4/24/2015
Boora Architects

VMC Options Study Title
Renovate concourse & event level bathrooms

IMPROVEMENTS MATRIX - SCOPE FOR COST

ITEM
F.08

Veterans Memorial Coliseum
Options Study Final Report

See VMC Options Study drawing set. See 100% SD Narrative, Section 3-4a.
See 100% SD Narrative, Section 3-4b. See 100% SD Narrative, Section 4-7a.

Improvements, Link Restroom: Provide new ceramic tile on floors and walls. Replace ceilings as
indicated. Provide new fixtures, partitions and accessories as indicated in architectural drawings.
Provide a unit cost to add a power operator and controls to a door for accessibility.

Demo, Link Restroom: Remove existing plumbing and lighting fixtures, partitions,
accessories and applied finishes. Clean extensively, especially where water and urine
may have penetrated concrete or other finishes to remain. Demo all ceramic floor tile.
Remove ceiling and walls as indicated. Saw+cut the concrete seismic wall to create a new opening into
the restrooms from new south corridor.

This measure provides new doors in the event level corridors to allow control of public
access to the arena floor and other "backstage" areas". Includes (2) double leaf doors
and associated walls, hardware and Fire/Life Safety interconnection (for hold opens).

New access control doors in event level corridors

G.05
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This measure repairs and repaints public area of the event level corridors. Level C1
renovation

Repair finishes in Public/Lobby areas of event level.

G.04

Demo: See VMC Options Study drawing set.
Improvements: See VMC Options Study drawing set.

Demo: None
Improvements: Essential patch and paint.
See VMC Options Study drawing set.

Demo: See SD Options Study drawing set
Improvements:
See VMC Options Study drawing set.
Renovate room per the drawings. Provide hard and soft seating per the drawings. Provide solid wood
casework with composite countertops. Provide large displays per the drawings.

G.03a Renovate Fountain Room into event level “Club”
room

This measure creates a new access controlled, premium event space in the existing
Fountain Room. Finishes are refurbished and new bar casework, soft seating, and large
screen monitors are provided. Includes MEPT improvements as required to support new
concessions and amenities.

Demo: Level B2 remodel. Approximate area 3,300 SF.
Improvements: Level B2 remodel. Approximate area 3,300 SF.

G.02d New FFE for renovated (in place)Winterhawks
Offices

Demo: Level B2 remodel. Approximate area 3,300 SF.
Improvements: Level B2 remodel. Approximate area 3,300 SF.

This measure enhances the existing Winterhawks office area. Level B2. Remodel in
place (no expansion)

4/24/2015
Boora Architects

Improvements: Provide new partitions, services, fixtures, ceilings and finishes in PWH offices. Provide
2 private restrooms within PWH offices. Enclose the south corridor with a new window wall system
connecting the event level with the Exhibit Hall. Provide 1+pair and 1+single door
into Exhibit Hall to allow wider items (cars) to pass through. New openings in existing concrete walls
must be limited in length to less than 10 percent of the length of the wall with the opening. Otherwise it
would trigger seismic requirements to upgrade the wall to current code. Based on the schematic plans,
no seismic upgrades are required for the proposed new openings.

Option Study Documentation
Demo: Remove all partition walls, utilities, fixtures, doors and finishes in PWH rooms.
Remove walls and doors (including coiling door) between link passage to Exhibit Hall.
Saw+cut concrete walls to create windows to north and south memorial gardens. Remove
current exterior doors (2+pair) into Exhibit Hall for wider doors.

G.02c Renovate (in place) Winterhawks Offices

Includes restrooms required by work & relocation of electrical room. Include adding link
to office area and enclosure of Pine Court breezeway.

Level A1 renovation.

VMC Options Study Description
This measure enhances and enlarges the existing Winterhawks office area. The new
Winterhawks offices will expand from 3,200 square feet to 8,100 square feet and will
expand south into what is now access and service areas for the existing exhibit hall. The
new Winterhawks offices will have new mechanical and electrical systems, new finishes
and can have windows north and south into the Veteran’s Memorials.

Demo: None
Improvements: Provide allowance for typical office furniture including workstations.

VMC Options Study Title
Renovate (relocate) Winterhawks Offices

IMPROVEMENTS MATRIX - SCOPE FOR COST

G.02b New FFE for renovated (relocated) Winterhawks
Offices

ITEM
G.02a

Veterans Memorial Coliseum
Options Study Final Report

G.07b Repair Pope & Talbot Room
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Improve finishes and infrastructure in meeting room. Scope applies to scenarios that do
not include new loading dock (H.05).

See VMC Options Study drawing set.
See 100% SD Narrative, Section 3-4a.
See VMC Options Study - Supplemental Item 03.

Improvements: Replace wood panels as required. Reconfigure lighting circuit for emergency lighting
under separate scope.

See VMC Options Study drawing set.

Demo: Replace carpet, paint walls and ceilings per SD Options Study Drawing Set. Clean and repair
historic wood finishes

See VMC Options Study drawing set.
See 100% SD Narrative, Section 3-4a.
See VMC Options Study - Supplemental Item 03.

Improvements: Replace wood panels as required. Reconfigure lighting circuit for emergency lighting
under separate scope.

See VMC Options Study drawing set.

Includes the following rooms: US Plywood Room, GA Pacific room, International paper
Room, Dwyer Room, Weyerhaeuser Room, and Simpson Room.
Excludes the following rooms: Pope and Talbot Room (Item G.07b), Exhibit hall (Item
B.09) and Fountain Room (Item G.03a)

Demo: Replace carpet, paint walls and ceilings per SD Options Study Drawing Set. Clean and repair
historic wood finishes. Remove wood valence in US Plywood room at stair to concourse.

This measure updates finishes and improves lighting and other infrastructure in the
meeting rooms. Scope to be coordinated with Item A.10 and A.14

G.07a Repair existing event level meeting rooms

See VMC Options Study drawing set.
See 100% SD Narrative, Section 3-4a.
See 100% SD Narrative, Section 3-4b.
See 100% SD Narrative, Section 4-7b.

Improvements: Provide new partitions, casework, services, fixtures, ceilings and finishes in PWH
locker room.

VMC Options Study Description
Option Study Documentation
This measure provides updated and reconfigured locker room for the Winterhawks.
Demo: Remove all partition walls, utilities, fixtures, doors and finishes in PWH locker
Includes new walls, finishes, lighting, equipment, MEPT infrastructure and lockers. Level rooms.
A2 renovation.
See VMC Options Study drawing set.

4/24/2015
Boora Architects

Improvements: Include new high capacity washer and dryer.

VMC Options Study Title
Renovate Winterhawks locker room

IMPROVEMENTS MATRIX - SCOPE FOR COST

G.06b New FFE for renovated Winterhawks locker room

ITEM
G.06a

Veterans Memorial Coliseum
Options Study Final Report

4/24/2015
Boora Architects

This measure revises and updates existing gardens to enhance their original memorial
functions. Includes new materials, lighting, memorial elements and plantings in both
Memorial Gardens. Scope based on design developed with Portland Veteran's group
input.

Renovate Memorial Garden

H.04
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This measure provides for the reuse and treatment of storm water on the VMC site.
Demo: See 100% SD Narrative, Section 6-4.
Includes site and roof storm water collection and site infiltration facilities that exceed
Improvements: See 100% SD Narrative, Section 6-4.
minimum management standards. Includes cistern for storm water collection and reuse
for non-potable water needs. Includes English Ivy removal and replacement with drought
tolerant species to address Portland noxious plant standards.

New site improvements

H.03

Improvements:
See VMC Options Study drawing set.
See Mayer/Reed VMC Options Study Narrative

Demo:
See VMC Options Study drawing set.
See Mayer/Reed VMC Options Study Narrative

Demo: As required to achieve improvements.
Improvements: 40x40 stage, steps and ADA ramp, electrical, A/V, data. Scope to be based on
Concept design (RLB to furnish).

This measure provides enhancements to the east entry plaza. Includes new 40x40
stage, steps and ADA ramp, electrical, A/V, data, and related demo.

New east plaza improvements

H.02

Demo: Remove damaged or broken finishes and equipment.
Improvements: Replace finishes and equipment with materials and systems that match existing.

This measure addresses restoration and deferred maintenance of the two memorial
gardens. Allowance of 2% hard construction cost.

See VMC Options Study drawing set.
See 100% SD Narrative, Section 3-4a.
See VMC Options Study - Supplemental Item 03.

Improvements:
At GA Pacific room, International paper Room, Dwyer Room, and Weyerhaeuser Room:
Replace carpet, paint walls and ceilings per SD Options Study Drawing Set. Clean and repair historic
wood finishes.
At US Plywood Room and Simpson Room: Provide new doors to access air handlers. Reinstall wood
paneling and ceilings to restore consistency of previous finishes.
At machine shop, provide new acoustic partitions to enclose air handlers. Provide new doors to
access air handlers. Provide new showers in locker room 1052.
At event level commissary, provide new acoustic partitions to enclose air handlers. Provide new doors
to access air handlers
Replace wood panels as required. Reconfigure lighting circuit for emergency lighting under separate
scope.

Refurbish Memorial Gardens

Excludes the following rooms: Pope and Talbot Room (Item G.07a), Exhibit hall (Item
B.09) and Fountain Room (Item G.03a)

Option Study Documentation
Demo:
At GA Pacific room, International paper Room, Dwyer Room, and Weyerhaeuser Room:
Replace carpet, paint walls and ceilings per SD Options Study Drawing Set. Clean and repair historic
Scope is identical to G.07a with the exception of the following rooms: US Plywood Room wood finishes.
and Simpson Room. In these spaces new partitions are provided to enclose new air
At US Plywood Room and Simpson Room: Remove wood paneling and ceilings, floor finishes and
handling units. Wood panels and ceiling are removed and reinstalled to new walls.
fixtures in areas affected by new air handler.
At machine shop and visiting team showers, remove partitions and lockers, floor finishes and fixtures
Additional scope includes demolition and new acoustic partitions and door in the event
in areas affected by new air handling unit.
level machine shop and new acoustic partitions and door in the event level commissary. See VMC Options Study drawing set.

VMC Options Study Description
This measure updates finishes and improves lighting and other infrastructure in the
meeting rooms in the context of the concourse comfort enhancements (A.02C).

IMPROVEMENTS MATRIX - SCOPE FOR COST

H.01

VMC Options Study Title
ITEM
G.07C Renovate event level areas to accommodate
concourse comfort scope

Veterans Memorial Coliseum
Options Study Final Report

Includes equipment not being replaced as part of other scope.

New seismic restraint of MEP equipment

N.07
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This measure addresses the lack of emergency power for code required building life
Demo: Excavation as required to build pad, enclosure and bury electrical lines.
safety functions. Includes 400kW generator, belly fuel tank, electrical panels and 65 dBA Improvements: See VMC Options Study - Supplemental Item 03.
enclosure.
Generator sound enclosure to be 65 dBA by Alumtek or IBI Power.

New emergency generator

N.06

Improvements: See VMC Options Study - Supplemental Item 03.

Improvements: Provide (4) new fans to match existing.

Demo: Remove existing fans.

Replace damaged roof mounted exhaust fans (4)

N.02

Improvements:
Basis of design is Centria Formawall 2" panel. Provide allowance for new structural metal framing to
support new system, fasteners and flashing to create weatherproof system.
See VMC Options Study drawing set.
See VMC Options Study - Supplemental Item 09.

Demo: Remove existing plywood fascia.
See VMC Options Study drawing set.

This measure address the deterioration of the existing plywood fascia. Replace the
plywood fascia assembly with a high performance insulated metal panel assembly.
Includes removal of existing plywood system and installation of new prefinished,
insulated metal panel system (Centria Formawall 3" panel), required support, fasteners
and flashing.

M.02B Replace plywood fascia with insulated metal panels

Improvements:
See VMC Options Study drawing set.
See VMC Options Study - Supplemental Item 03.

Demo:
Minor building penetration to provide path to power supply. Excavate to provide trenches for
underground conduit.

This measure address the deterioration of the existing plywood fascia. Replace the
Demo: Remove existing plywood fascia.
plywood fascia assembly with marine grade plywood and high performance paint system. See VMC Options Study drawing set.
Includes any required support, fasteners and flashing.
Improvements:
New 3/4" marine grade plywood. Provide allowance for new high performance exterior paint system and
fasteners and flashing to create weatherproof system.

This measure provides exterior power supplies for artist trailers and other temporary
parking lot activities. Includes (3) 50 amp receptacles and assoc. conduit, wiring &
distribution panels

New Shore power stations in north parking lot

L.01

See VMC Options Study drawing set.
See VMC Options Study - Supplemental Item 02.
See VMC Options Study - Supplemental Item 03.
See VMC Options Study - Supplemental Item 05.
See VMC Options Study - Supplemental Item 08.
Glass canopy basis of design: Deamor narrowline system (price as alternate)

STORM SEWER: There will be a catch basin at the low spot in the dock and a connecting pipe to a
Stormfilter Manhole that'll have filter cartridges to treat the runoff and consequently conveyed to the
existing storm line across the lot for disposal.

Improvements:
EARTHWORK: Very little clearing and grubbing, Striping and Excavation of dirt that will never be
reused. All of the excavation is in CUT. Embankment materials will be 1-1/2' rock on subgrade and 3/4"0 rock for leveling for 3-inch AC pavement or 6-inch concrete. The dock landing area will concrete
instead of asphalt for durability.

Option Study Documentation
Demo:
See SD Options Study drawing set
See VMC Options Study - Supplemental Item 02.
See VMC Options Study - Supplemental Item 03.
See VMC Options Study - Supplemental Item 05.
See VMC Options Study - Supplemental Item 08.

4/24/2015
Boora Architects

M.02A Replace plywood fascia with new plywood fascia

VMC Options Study Description
This measure address the facility's lack of a loading dock. Includes regrading and
resurfacing of north parking lot, demolition of Pope & Talbot Meeting room, and
maintaining and enhancing accessible path between Fountain Court and Winning way.
Includes new steel framing to support new openings in existing walls, new retaining
walls, new truck landing pad, and relocation of mechanical and electrical infrastructure.
Glass canopy to be priced separately as an alternate.

VMC Options Study Title
New 3-bay loading dock

IMPROVEMENTS MATRIX - SCOPE FOR COST

ITEM
H.05

Veterans Memorial Coliseum
Options Study Final Report
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This measure addresses ongoing leaks in roof by replacing existing membrane system.
The replacement of the membrane should include the repair of the expansion joint detail.
The suspended slabs should also review and be re-sloped as needed. The new
assembly to incorporate a drainage plane.

O.01b Replace Plaza Waterproofing (Exhibit Hall roof)

VMC Options Study Description

This measure addresses ongoing leaks in roof with limited repair of existing system.
Conduct leak detection testing and conduct spot repair of the waterproofing to eliminate
the source of water through the Exhibit Hall suspended slab. Repair the edge flashing
details. Repair spalling concrete.

VMC Options Study Title
Replace exhibition hall busway

Option Study Documentation

4/24/2015
Boora Architects

Demo: Remove existing assembly of pavers, a sand bed, protection course and liquid applied roofing
membrane. Approximate area of 54,000 SF.
Improvements: Replace the Plaza waterproofing membrane system. The replacement of the
membrane should include the repair of the expansion joint detail. The suspended slabs should also
review and be re-sloped as needed. The new assembly to incorporate a drainage plane.

Demo: As needed to conduct tests and access leaking areas.
Improvements: Conduct leak detection testing and conduct spot repair of the waterproofing to
eliminate the source of water through the Exhibit Hall suspended slab. Repair the edge flashing details.
Repair spalling concrete.

Improvements: TBD

Demo: TBD

IMPROVEMENTS MATRIX - SCOPE FOR COST

O.01a Repair Plaza Waterproofing (Exhibit hall roof)

ITEM
N.08

Veterans Memorial Coliseum
Options Study Final Report

